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ABSTRACT

forecasting the future demand of any kind of products of the business
companies is a very important and critical activity for ail kinds of business
organizations. For a retail chain store, demand forecasting is the major activity in their
whole supply chain nctwork. Demand has to be accurately forecasted in order to
fulfill thc customer requirements and in order to successfully run the business. An
efficient and accurate demand forecasting system can playa major role in minimizing
different kinds of costs and in increasing customer service. That mcans overall quality
of the organization can bc increased. There are hundrcds of different techniques have
been invented so far for efficient demand forecasting. Some arc qualitative and some
are quantitative methods. There are also some mcthods which ore combination of
both. Customer comes to chain retail store in order to buy products. Making products
a~ailable for the customer for buying is the objective of the management of the
company. Hundreds of I'arielles products are available in a chain retail store, There is
various demand influencing factors for different kinds of products, It is very much
difficult to include thc quantitative effects of the influcncing factors in the demand of
any kind of item by applylllg the existing forecasting algoritlullS. Though, the current
algorithms use both quantitative and qualitative mcthods. in their forecasting
techniques, there some limltations of the existing algonthms, Thcre are such
influencing factors in the dcmand of the items available in a chain retail store whose
effccts can not be quantified by the existing algorithms. Neural network is a ,-ery
promising tool in the field of forecasting. It is a data driven method, It ciln identify
paltem in the past data and base on that pattern it can predict or forecast the futliTe
data, Though, il is a quantitative method, judgmentat decisions can be applled through
this method. Forecasting using artificial neural network technique is the most
advanced procedure in any killd of forecasting field, Applymg altifieial neural
net,,'ork algoritlun III retail store demand forecasting is a very challenging lask. In this
sllldy, the artificial neural network algorithm has been applied for forecasting future
demand of a fast moving ilem in a chain retail store, Previous years demand data has
been used in developing the algorithm. The demand pattern of the selected item has
been studied' initially. Network' archi'tccture - haS -been- creaiC{j-'hy'- ~s-i;;g -tl{e
observations of that study. The Tesult has found to be very mueh encouraging. At the
begilUling of this research, It has been reviewed that in the retail sector the error of the
curreut forecasting algorithms is the range of 20% to 25%. The algoritlun that has
been developed in this study tlle error is about 8% to 10%. The reduction of
forecasting error will definitely contribute in tile development of the chain retail stores
and achieving higher profit and customer satisfaction level.

xii



1.1 INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER!

INTRODUCTION

An efficient demand forecasting system is very much necessary and cmcial for

any kind of business organizations. It is also very important for any kind of non-

business organizations also. Demand forecastj'ng in any organization means to predict

about the future demand of (hat organization's produd. The product can be goods,

service, infonnation, place, propeny, organizations etc, So" an efficient demand

forecasting process is lmportant for a manufacturing organization, a service

organization, a merchandizing organization or any other kind of organizat;()n. It is

vcry important for a manufacturing organization or a merchandizing organization.

The efficiency of whole supply chain m these lypes of organizations mostly depends

on a perl'ecl and effecllve demand forecasting system. Demand forecasting playa

major role in a complete manufacturing planning. A merchandizmg organization

purdlase products from the market Or directly from the manufactnring organizations.

They sell the product to the buyers. So, demand forecasting for thesc orgamzations is

the most crucial in their business 'planning .

. _Chain retail store is a welLestablishcd.concept in the developed countries.

Thcrc are thousands of chain retail stores or chain super stores in the developed

countrics. All most every kind of products for daily necessity is available On those

stores. Grocery items, household items, food items, cosmetic items, cloth items, etc

arc the some common type of products that are available in the chain super store. The

market share (If these super stores in the total selling market is vcry high. In a

devel(lping country like Bangladesh super store concept is not very old. This concept

has yet not established counll)'\vidc. It is established mainly ill thc one or two big

cities like Dhaka, Chittagong. This concept is Just beginning to spread countrywide.

Historically, the Bangladeshi retail sector has been dominated by small independenr

players sl.lch as traditional, small grocery stores and others. Recently organi'Oed, lllulti-

outlet retail concept has gained acceptancc and has since then accelerated. Driven by

changing lifestyles, strong income growth and favorable demographic patterns,



Banglade,hi retail is eApanding at a rapid pace. Tn Dhaka city, there arc ahout 35

chain super stores of difTeren( brands. Chain retain stores named Agora, PQS,

Nandon, Family Needs, Sapno etc. are well established. In sueh a store about 8000

varieties of products are available. All the super stores buy most of then products

from outside. They are just selling the products, Recently, they are trying to develop

their own brand in a very few variety of products. So, for these stores demand

foreca,ting of their producls is very necessary in order to make their businesses llIIl

efficiently.

1.2 RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

Demand forecasting is a very important part in the whole business plan of any

kind of organizations, Forecasting is a very important topic in the operations

management field, Demand forecasting i, the activity of e,timating the quantity of a

product or service that consumers will purchase. DenJand forccasting involves

tec1miqucs including both infonnal methods, such as educated guesses, and

quantitative methods, such as the use of hi, ton cal sales data or current data from test

markets. Demand forecasting may be used in making pricing decisions, in assessing

fnturc capacity requircments, or in making decisions on whether to enter a ne\v

market. In today's demand-driven supply chain, bcing successful means finding the

right balance between supply and demand, Poor forecasting can lead to inaccurate

demand plans, which causes excess mventory, OT e\'eJl more costly, inventory stock-

outs, Tn fact a recent 2006 AMR Research note reported that a 5% improvement in
. .. .. .... ... .

demand forccastmg accuracy correlates to a 10% improvement in perfect ordcrs [J J.
AMR goes further to show a 10% improvement in prefect orders can yield 50 cents

better camings per sharc. Demand planning and forecasting se['l'e as the foundation

for marshalling resources to cost-effectively respond to future demand and optimizing

investments. In order to ensure optimal demand forecasting, those in distribution-

intensive industries must capitalize ou using thc most appropriate forecasting model

and methods that best serve the unique dynamics of their busin,%s at a spcciflc

moment in time. One size does not fit all-nor are market dynanlics static such that

one model that fits today's conditions will be equally suitable tomorrow,

- 2 -



Some important decisions by funclional lII'e:IIhat are based on demand
forecastsarc as follows:

• Production: Scheduling, invenlory.control, aggregate planning.

• Markrlln!:; Sales-force allocation, promolions, new product inlroduction.

• Finance; Plant/equipmenl investmenl, budg~ary planning.

• Penonnd; Worl.:forcc:planning, hiring, layoffs.

Mosl manufacturing ftIldmerchandil,ing companies in developing counlries

dctermine produci demand forecasts and 'production plans using subjective and

!niuilivejudgmi~IS. Thi.~~ay be' one,factor ;~at ;ea~ to Produclion inefficiency. An

~curacy of.lhe',demand forecast sigriiJicilmly,affects safely slock and invenlory
. '. . . ,. .

'levels, i~VenlOT)"holding costs: and 'customer' service levels. When the demand is

highly seasonal, it is unlikely l~at an accurnle forecast can be obtained ",-ithoutthe use

of an appropriate: forecaS1ingmode'!. The 'd~mand forecasl is one among severnl
. . .

i:Hilcillinpuis of;a production planning process. When lhe forecaSl is inaccumtc" lhe. ,..... , ". .
otll:iined,'producti~it plan ,will.~ .urueliablc, liild may resull in over oT'Under S10ck

problems. To a\'oid thcm;,a' sUllhblc,amount of safct). stock'musl be pro,-ided, which'. .. . -' .
llXJ.uires'addilional ,investment :";n_invcntory lind resulls' iii an increased ;m"CTlIOry. . . :. . ..
holding COSIS.Often forecasling demnnd is confur.cd \\ilh .forecasling s.ala. But,.'. ..,
railing'10Jorecns'j.dcmnnd ignOres.two imjlartllnt phenomena (2]. There is It lot of

debate in the 'demand planning literature as how to measure and represent hislorical

dcmlllld,5i~eethc historical demand forms lhe basis offorccasling .
... - _.....•. i.•. ',-'-"-'-'--"' .. _-: .• -•. _-_ •••.• -. _.• -

Slork' Effrc!s: II is the effects Ihat in"enlo!)' le,'e1s h:l.\'eon sales. In the'.' .
~xtremecase ofstock-ouis, demand coming into Storeis not ~onn:rted to sales due to

'. , .
a hick or availability. Demand is alSountapJlCl!when salcs for an item are decreased

due 10a pOOrdisplay location, or hcc:ausethe desired' sizes l\TCno longer available.

Par example, when a cOllsumere'ieclroni~sretailer docs not display'a particular flat-

screen TV, sales for thaI, model are typically lower than thc sales for models on

display. And in f~hion 'nitailing. oncc thc slack level of a particular sweater falls to

thc point where slandard sizes are no longer available, sales of that item are
diminished.

Market Response Effecls: 1t is the effect ofmnrket events th~llU'Cwithin
..

and beyond a retailer's control. Demand for an item ",-ill likely rise if a competitor

-l -



increases the price or if the item is promoted in weekly circular. The resulting sales

increase rcnects II change in demand as a result of consumers responding to stimuli

that potrntia1ly drive additional s.ales. Regardless of the stimuli, these forces need to

be factored into planning and managed wilhin the deinand forectlSl. ln this ease

demand forecastiog uses techniques in cJmSllImoddiog. Demand foreeast modeling

considers the size of the market and the d)1lamies of market shlll"Cversus competitors

and its effect on firm demand over II period of time. In the rnanufneturcr to retailer

model, promotional evenls are lin important Cllus.al factor in influencing demand.

These promotion; CM be modeled. ",ith intervention models or usc a consensus

process to aggregate ;nteHigmce U$ing intcmal collaboration with the sales Illld

marketing functions.

A sIIIall retailer may not oeed and afford a full-fledged demand forecasting

analysis. However, \\ith increasing number of bigger retailers mtering the mnrket

demand foreensting becomes feasible. Firms fllCea multitude of challmges due to the

following factors:

• scale of forecast (how many goods.to include in the forecnst?)

• sporedic demand (erratic sales for many items in the store)

• introduction ofncw goods

• changing prices lind promotions

A big rctailer may have thousands of items per shop. Since forecasting is an

important yet expensive task, the retailer c.m not forecast for all goods it sells. Though

it is infeasible to manually forecast the demand of al11he products, it is possible to usc

automated tools to do so. 10 most cascs, quality forccasts CliObe obtllincd from lhe

automated tool and the expcn anlllysts can be employed to forccast few of the most

important products /3]. This reduces the burden from the humaos but requires lot of

computing power available.

Foreeasting models classically fall into one of two types: qualitIlU\'c and

qUlIntltali\"C. The primary diITerenees between the two include the t)'PC of input data

and the mathematical and statistical methods employed to generate forecasts.

Qualitative models: Qualitath'C models rely on subjective inputs from

knowledgeable personnel, such as salespecple. account managers, and the like. This

approach t}'picall)' employs formal procedures for data re\iew and consensus

-, -



appro'al for detennining the valUe of various fonns of infonnation, Aggregation of

individual estimates and Delphi-type structured polling methods may be used to

obtain consensus among a group offore<;asters.

Quantitath'e models: Quantitative models arc statistically driven, drawing

heavily on historical performance data as the basic data input. The caleulatmg IOglc IS

defined and operations are purely mathematical. Thrce basic model sub"types arc used

to configure the calculations: time series, derived and causal models.

A. Time serIes model: Employs a time-ordered sequcnee of observations of a

particular \'ariable, and uses only the history of that variable to determine future

values. For example, if examination of monthly sales volumes of lawnmowers sold in

Georgia revealcd a linear patlem, a linear trend model would likely provide the best

means for developing the forecast of future demand.

B. Deri\'cd model: Bases a new forecast on an existing forecast When an

item's forecast is thought to be fimdamentally the samc as an existing item,

characteristics of the old item can be copied to the new item with factoring up or

down by a percentage to express an associated forecast. This preserves the overall

trcmj and seasonal characteristics of the ]tem, providing a good starting point for the

new item. For example, one might foreca,t new lawmnowers with live-horscpower

engines based on the forecast for lawnmowers with two-horsepower engines.

c. Causal model: Relies on correlatiOll between a particular hme senes

variable and other time series factors" If a causal relationship can be detemlined; one

can then lISethat relationship to calculate the forecast. For example, causal techniques

are usefnl in calculating 'jift' created during promotional campaigns. ".Increlationship

between base demand (demand wlthout promotional activity) and promotional cansal

factors can be established through the use of sensitivity factors. For exanlple, in

promoting a product with a plice discount campalgn, a forecasting system u8ing

causal relationships can detenmne what the 'lift' or increased sales ,vill be. Additional

factors can be used, such as end-cap displays; seasonality of the product, etc, Factors

are not additive but are used together to calculate the expected lift for products for a

specified period, channel, or customer.

Most advanced forecasting systems use a combination of both qualitative and

quantitative teclmiques to generate a reliable forecast. Statistical models using

- 5 -



historical data provide an objective base of infonnation that organizations may use as

the foundation or baseline to more qualitative calculations generated by personnel

with knowledge of more intangible market factors, or perceptions regarding factors

impacting [Clturemarket performance. During last few decades, various approaches

have been developed for time series forecasting. Among them ARMA models and

Box.Jenkins model buildng approaches arc highly famous, But the classical tIme

series methods can not deal with forecasting problems in which (he values of time

series are lUlguistie terms represented by fuzzy sets [4], [5]. Therefore, Song and

Chissom [6J presented the theory of fuzzy time series to overcome this drawback of

the classical time series mcthods, Well established time series models include: (1)

linear models, e.g., moving averagc, exponential smoothing and the autoregressive

intcgrated moving average (ARIlvlA); (2) nonlinear models, e g., neural network

models and fuzzy system models. Recently a tendency for combining of linear and

nonlinear models for forecasting time series has been an active research area [7]. The

reeent upsurge in research activitics into artificial neural networks (ANN',) has

proven (hat neural networks have powerful pattern classification and prediction

capabilities, ANN's have been successfully used for a variety of tasks in many fields

of business, induslry, and science [8]. They have fait become a standard class of

quantitative modeling tools for researchers and practitioners. One of the major

applicahon areas of M'N's is forecaStUlg.There is an increasing interest in

forecasting nsing M'N's in recent years. Foreca,ting has a long history and the

mlpon::rncCof this old subject iSJeflected. by _the diversity of its applications in

different disciplines ranging from busmess to engineering, The ability to accurately

predict the future is fundamental to many decision processes in planning, scheduling,

purchasing, strategy formulation, policy making, and supply chain operations. As

such, forecasting is an area where a lot of efforts have becn invested in the past. Yet,

it is still an important and active ficld of human acti\ity at the present time and \vill

con(mue to be in the future, Forecasting has becn dominated by linear methods for

many deeades. Lmear methods are easy to dcyelop and implement and they are also

relatively simple to understand and interpret. However, linear models have serious

limitation in that they arc not able to capture any nonlinear relationships in the data,

The approximation of linear models to complicated nonlinear relationships is not

always satisfactory. In the early 1980s, Makridakis [9] organized a large-scale

forecasting competition (often called M-competition) where a majority of commonly

-6-



used linear methods Were tested with more than 1,000 realtime series data. The mixed

results show that no single linear model is globally the hest, which may be mterpreted

as the failure of linear modeling in accounting for a varying degree of llCllllinearity

that is common ln real world prohlems. M'N's provide a promising altemative tool

for forecasters. The inherently nonlinear structure of neural networks is particularly

useful for caplUnng [he complex underlying relationship in many real world

problems. Neural networks arc perhaps more versatile methods for forecasting

applicatIOns in that not only can they find nonlinear structnres in a problem, they can

also modcllinear processes.

The focus of this research work is to apply artificial neural network techniqne

in forecasting the demand of varieties of products in chain retails stores and also

include the uncertainty factors in thc foreca5ting system. The main purpose of this

study is to apply non linear models of forecasting in predIcting the demand which is

tradllionally predicted by linear models and where different factors influencing the

demand have been neglected so far.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The specific objectives of the present research work are as follows:

a. To classify the category ofilems from the broad category of selected daily

used items.

b. To identify the influencing factors, analyze and quantify their effects on

the demand leve],. .- . - - -

c. To address uneertamty m the demand.

d. To develop a hcuristic optimilation algorithm to efficiently toreca't the

demand level.

e. To compare the proposed algorithm with some existing algorithms.

Possible onteomes are:

a. A new heuristic forecasting model which can address the stochastIC

parameters.

b. A comparativc analysis belween several existing algorithms with the

proposed one.

c. A computer program to forccast demand for classified category of items.

-7-



1.4 OUTLINE OF METHODOLOGY

a. Study the demand pattern oflhe daily used items,

b. Identify all the paramelers that affect the demand pattem and leveL

c. Analyze the existing algoritlrrns along with their limitations.

d. Develop a heuristic optimization algorithm to build a forecasting model

step by step.

e. Incorporate the uncertainty nature of demand through neural network

logic.

f. Develop computer software to solve such algorithm.

g, Perfalll a comparative study with respect to existing algonlhms to

evaluate the performance ofthe proposed model.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 lNTRODUCTION

F'orNn~lln~ is the process of estimation in unknown situations. Prediction is a

similllt, but more genernl term. Both can refer to estimation of time series, cross-

seclional or Jongirudinal dal3.. Usage can differ between IlIellS of application: for

example in hydrology, thc lerms'"forecast" and ~(orecaslingn arc sometimes reserved

for estimates of values at certain specific fut~re times. while th'e tron nprcdiction" is

\Bed for more general estimates, such lIStne number of times floods will occur over a

long pcri<XI. Risk and unccrlllinly are central to forecasting lll1d prediction.

ForecMling is used in the.pmct;c/: of customer demand planning in every day business

forecastlng for manufacturing or mer:thnndi7.ing companies or nny other types of

companies. 'The discipline of demand plallo[uJ:. also sometimes referred 10 as suppl~'

cbain forr<'osling. embraces both statistical forecasting and a consensus process.

FOTe<::J.Slingi$ commonly used in discussion of lime-series datll.

Forecasting product demand is ClllCial 10 arty supplier, manufacturer, or

retailer. Forec:tsts of future dcmand "will determine the quantities that should be

purchnsed, produced, and shipped. Demand 'forecasts are neccsSlll)' since the basie. - . . .
operations process, moving from the suppliers' raw materials 10 fmished goods in the

customers' hands, takes time. Most firms cannot simply wait for dcmllltd to emerge

llltd then react to it. Instead, they mun anticipate nnd plan for future demand so that

they can react immediately 'to customer orders as they occur. In other words, most

manufacturers "make to stock" rather thlllt "make to order" -they plan ahead and then

deploy inveltlories of finished goods into field locations. Thus, once IIcustomer order

materializes, it can be fulfilled immedialely - since most cUS10mcrsare not willing 10

wait the time it would lake 10aetually process their ordenhroughout Ihe supply chain

and make the product based on their order. An order cycle could take weeks or

months 10 go back through part, itan or raw.malerial supp1i~ IIrtd sub-assemblers,

through mllltufacturing of the product, and through to the evenlual shipment of the

order 10 the customer. Finns that offer rapid delivCT)' io Iheir cuslomers will lend to
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for(e all competitors in the market to keep fInished good inventories in order to

provide fast order cycle times, As a result, virtually every organization involved needs

to manufacture or at least order parts based on a forecast of futUre demand [IOJ. The

ability to aecwately forecast demand also affords the fIrm opportunities to control

costs through leveling its production quantities, rationalizing its transportation, and

generally planning lor efficient logistics operations. In general practice, accurate

demand forecasts lead to efficient operations and high levels of cl.lstomer service,

while inaccuratc forccasts will inevitably lead to incffieient, high cost operations

and/or poor le~els of customer service. In many supply chains, the most important

actIOn It can be taken to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the logistics

process is to improve the quality ofthc demand forecasts.-

2.2 FORECASTING DEMAND IN A SYSTEM

Logistics professionals are typically interested in where and when customer

demand wlll materialize, Consider a retailer sclling through five superstorcs in

Gulshan, Dhanmondi, Shantinagar, Mirpor, and Uttara. It is not sufficient to know

that the total demand ",ill be 5,000 units per month, or, say, 1,000 units per month per

store, on the average. Rather it is important to know, for example, how much the

Gulshan storc will scll in 3 specific month, week or day, since specifIc stores must be

supplied with goods 3t spccific times_ The reql.lirement might be to forecast the

monthly dcm3nd for 3n item at me Gulshan superstore for thc first three months of the

uext year. Using avmlable historical data, without any further analysis, the best guess
- -- ---- - ------- --- --- - -- - ---

of monthly demand in thc coming months would probably bc the average monthly

~ales over the last few years. Same thing applies for the nJontlls and days sales also_

The analytic challenge is to come lip with 3 better forec3st than this simple 3veragc,

Since the logistics system must satisfy specifIc dcm3nd, in other words wh3t is

needed, where and when, accurate forecasts must be generated at the stock keeping

unit (SKU) level, by stocking location, and by time period, 'Oms, thc logistics

infolmation system must often generatc thousands of individual forecasts each wcek_

This suggests that useful forecW5tingprocedures must be fairly "3utoma(jc"; that is,

the forecasting method should operate without eonstant manual intervcntion or 3nalyst

input.
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In practice, however, most fimJs ha\'e found that the plaIlning and operation

of an effective logistics system requires the use of accurate, disaggregated demalld

forecasts. The manufacturing organization may need a forecast of total produd

demand by week, and the marketing organization may need to know what the

demand may be by region of the cOlmtry and by quarter. The logistics organization

needs to store specific SKUs in specific warehouses and to sllip them on particular

days to specific stores. Thus the logistics sY5tem, in contrd5t, lllust often generate

weekly, or even daily, forecasts at the SKU level of detail for each of hundreds of

individual stocking locations, and in most fimls, these are generated nowhere else.

An important issue for all forecasts is thc "horizon;" that is, how lar into the

future must the forecast project? As a general rule, the farther mto the future it will be

looked, the morc clouded the vision becomes - long range forecasts will be less

accmate that short range forecasts. The answer depends on what the forecast is used

for. For planning new manufacturing facilities, for example, it may be needed to

fore<;astdemand many years into the future since the facility ,,;,ill serve the finn for

many years. On the other hand, these forecast> can he fairly aggregate since they need

not be SKU-specific or broken out by stockade location. For purposes of operating the

logistics system, the forecasting honzon needs to be no longer than the cycle time lor

the product. For example, a given logistics system might be able to rontinely purchase

raw materials, ship them to manufacturing locations, generate finished goods, and

then slup the product to its field locations in, say, ninety days. In this case, forecasts

___of SKU -Jeyel customer.demand .which call reach ninety days into the future can telL

evel)1hing it is needed to know to direct and control the on-going logistics operation.

It is also important to note that the demand forecasts developed within the logistics

system must be generally consistent with. planning numbers generated by the

production and marketing organintions. If the production department is planning to

manufacture two million units, while the marketing department expects to sell four

million units, and the logistics forecasts project a total demand of one mi1Iion units,

senior management must reconcile these very different viSIons of the future.

2.3 DEMAND FORECASTING PROBLEM

Forecasting needs arise in a variety of fields and applications. V,'hcther

forecasting future expenses and revenues in corporate accounting, planning

manufacturing production time and cost, predicting retail sales trends or deriving an
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optimal trading strategy for securities, analysts are faced with the challenge of

managmg increasingly large and complex data sets. These data sets can contain

thousands of variables making it impractical to lise manual forecasting processes,

where each varlable is handled individually. Tnorder to effICiently leverage the vast

amount of infonllation that exists in a data set collectively, an analyst needs fleJo.lble

and scalable forecasting solutions built around a robust, reliable and accurate set of

numerical algorithms.

Companies and supply chain managers should be aware of the following tics

of forecasts:

• Forecasts are always wrong and should thus include both the expected

measure of forecast error.

• wng-term forecasts are usually less accurate than short-tenn forecast;

long-term forecasts have a larger standard deviation of error relative to the

short-term forecasts.

• Aggregate forecasts arc usually more accurate than disaggregate foreca~t,

aggregate forecasts tend to have a smaller standard deviation of error

relative to the mean than short tenn forecast.

Since inventory ISmaterial obtained in advance of need, any inventory control

pohcy must be based on some anticipation or belief about which items \~ill be necdcd

in the f•.•tme, how much will he needed, and \vhen (he need will arise. In other words,

inventory control must involve some forecast of future demand, whether cmde or

sophisticated, explicit or implicit. Even a Kanbatl system involves some forecasting,

in that the size or desired quantity in the Kanban container is based on a consideration

of the amount of demand which could occur over the re-supply time interval [11].In a

very real sense, the ability to forecast demand and re.supply times accurately will set

an upper limit on how successful or efficient the inventory control policy will be. Tn

many cases, the most effective way to improve the inventory perfomJance in a firm

may not involve changing the inventory control algoritlun, but rather would focus on

improving the demand forecasts that drive the existmg mventory system. That having

bccn said, there is far more to effective inventory control than simply forecasting

demand "accurately", and it is often impossible to obtain truly accurate demand

forecasts. An appropriate inventory control will aceept the a\'ailah1e inventory



forecasts and operate as efficienlly as is possible given the inherent inaccuracies of

the forecasts,

2,4 FORECASTING PROCEDURE

Forecasting invohes the generation of a number, set of numbers, or scenario

that corresponds to a future occurrence. It is absolutely essential to short-range and

long-range plmming. By definition, a forecast is based on past data, as opposed to a

prediction, which is more subjective and based on instinct, gut feel, or guess. For

example, the evening news gives the weather '''forecast'' not the'weather "prediction."

Regardless, the terms fore::ast and predictions are often used inter-changeably. For

example, definitions of regression-a technique sometimes used in forecasting-

gener,llly state that its purpose is to explain or "predict". In the below figure,

forecasting proeednre and need has been showed.

Market"and
category forecasts

Actions of Actions of
outsiders (e.g. insiders (e.g.
competitors, marketing mix)
government)

..

Market share

Demand

Figure 2.1: Needs ror marketing forecast.

Forecasting is based on a number of assllmptions:

1. The past will repeat itself. In other words, what has happened in the past

will happen again in the future.
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2. As the forecast horizon shortens, forecast accuracy increa.scs. FOT m<;tance,

a forccasl for tomorrow will be more accurate than a forecast for next

month; a forecast for next month will be more accurate than a forecast fOT

next year; and a forecast for next year \vill be more accurate (han a forecast

for ten years in the future.

3. Forecasting in the aggregate is more accurate than forecastmg individual

items. This means thaI a company ""ill be able to forecast total demand

over its entire spectrum of products more accurately than it ",ill be able to

forecast individual stock-keeping units (SKUs). For example, General

Motors can more accurately forecast the total number of cars needed for

next year than the lotal number of white Chevrolet Impalas with a certain

option package.

4. Forecasts are seldom accurate. Furthermore, forecasts are almost ne"er

totally accurate. While some are very close, fe". arc "right on the money."

Therefore. 1t 1$ wise to offer a forecast "range." lf one were to forecast a

demand of 100.000 units for the next month, it is extremc1y lInhkely that

demand would equal 100,000 exactly. However, a forecast of 90,000 to

110,000 would provide a much larger target for planning.

William J. Stevenson lists a munber of characteristics that are common to a

good forecast [12]:

• A~curale-some degree _o( aecuracy __should be. detcnnined .and_stated .so

that comparison can be made to alternative forecasts.

• Reliable-the forecast method should consistently provide a good forecast

if the user is to establish some degree of confidence.

• Timely-a certain amount of time is needed to respond to the forecast so

the forecasting horizon must allow for the time necessary to make changes.

• Easy to use and understand-users of the forecast must be confident and

comfortable working with it.

• Cost-effective-the cost of making the forecast should not outweigh the
benefits obtained from the forecast.

All filTlls forecast demand, but it would be difficult to find any two £inns that

forecast demand in exactly tlle same way. Over the last few decades. many different
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fore:asting techniqnes have been developed in a number of different application

areas, induding engineering and economics [13]' Many such procedures have been

applied to the practical problem of forecasting dcmand in a logistics system, with

varying degrees of success, Most commercial software packages that support demand

forecasting in a logistics system inelude dozens of different forecasting algorithms

(hat the analyst can use to generate alternative demand forecasts. In one sense, all

forecasting procedL1res involve the analysis of historical experience into patterns and

the projection of those patterns into the future in the belief that the future will

somehow rcscmble the past. The differences in the various approaches are in the way

this "search for pattern" is conducted. Combined forecasts improve accuracy and

rcduce thc likelihood of large crrors. In a meta-analysIs, Arnlstrong found an average

error reduction of abont J2% across 30 comparisons [14]' They are cspecially useful

when the component methods differ substantially from onc another. For example,

Blattberg and Hoch [J5] obtained 1mproved sales forecast by averaging managers'

judgmental forecasts and forecasts from a quantitative model. Considerablc rcscarch

suggcsts that, lacking well-structurcd domain knowledge, unweighted averages are

t}pically as accurate as other \veighting schemes [J 6]' Judgmental and statistical

methods should be integrated, Arms(rong and Collopy [17] summarize research in tlus

area.lntcgration is cffective whcnjudgments are collected;ll a systematic manner and

(hen useu as inputs (0 the quantitative models, rather than simply used as adjustments

to the outputs. Unfortunately, the latter procedure is commonly nsed,

William J . Ste.ven~OJlli'(s ..!I:te..foltoy,jng#5 tl)e_basic steps jn the Jorecasting.

process:

• Determine (he forecast's pUl-pose Factors such as how and when thc

forecast will be used, the degree of accuracy needed, and the level o.fdetail

desired determine the cost (time, money, employees) that can be dedicated

to the forecast and the (ype offorecasting method to be utilized.

• Establish a time horizon. This occurs after one has determined the purpose

of the forecast. wnger-term forecasts require longer time horizons and vice

vcrsa. Accuracy is again a consideration.

• Select a forecasting technique. The technique selected depend~ upon the

purpose of the forecast, the time horizon desired, and the allowed cos!.
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• Gather and analyze data. The amount and type of data needed is governed

by the forecast's purpose, the forecasting teclmique selected, and any cost

considerJ.tions.

• Make the forecast.

• Monitor the forecast. Evaluate the perfonnance of the forecast and modIfy,

if necessary.

Factors appropriate for people to weight forecasts base4 on experience and

expertise include:

• Required forecast form

• Forecast horizon-period and interval

• Data availability

• Accuracy-level required

• Behavior or demand pattern of process bemg forecast

• Cost of development, installation and usc

• Ease of operation

• Level of comprehension and cooperation of vested parties

The choice of a forecasting methodology is only one component of a

comprehensive approach to demand forecasting, All partics in the supply chain should

reach consensus regarding forecast assumptions, techniques, and tinal forecast

nnmbcrs, With consensus, all plans within the supply chain are consistent and are able

. to_support each. other. The follo~ing basic, six-step approach to.forecasting helps an

organization to perfonn effective forecasting:

1. Understand the objective offorecasling

2. Integrale demand planning and forecasting

3. Tdentlfy lhe major factors that influence the demand forecast

4, Understand and identify customer segments

5. Determine the appropriate forecasting technique

6. Establish perfonnance and error measures for the forecast

2.5 FORECASTING METHODS

Forecasting techniques range from the simple to the extremely complex. Theso

techniql.les arc usually classified as being qualitative or quantitative. The primary
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differenees between the two inelude the type of input data and the mathematical and

statistical methods employed to gmernte forecasts. No demand foreeuting method is

100"10 ~ul'1lte. Combined forecasts improve nccum:y and reduce the likelihood of

large errors.

2,5,1 QUALITATIVE ;'\fETIJOnS

Qunlitati\'e forecasting techniques are genernlly more subjective than their

quanlillllive counterparts, These techniques nre more useful in the earlier siages ofthc

product life cycle, when less past dalll exists for use in qUltlltillltive method'l. These

models rely on subjective inputs from knowledgeable personnel, such as salespeople,

aecount managers, and the like, These approaches typically employ fonnal procedures

for data review nnd consensus approval for determining the valuc of various forms of

infomlation. Aggregation of indhidual estimates and Delphi-type 'structured poliing

methods may be used to ohtain consensus among' a group of forecasters [18].

Qualitati\'c forecasting methods nre based on educated opinions of appropriatc

p""'M.
2,5.1.1 DELPHI METHOD

. The Delphi tedtitiquc: uscs"'a panel of experts to produee a forecast. Each

expert is asked i~'providi: 'a :forC;:ast s~liCifii:.to the need lit himd. After thc initial
.' ,'. ,;...:;':: ::: -' '; - ',:;, ' ., . '

forecasts nre made, _eachexpert rends what :e\'ery other eAllert wrote IlOdis, of eourse,

influe'~~ 'by,tti~i~\iews. -A SIIb~~i:ni:ioJ:ec~t-]s tllen :~_llde by eaeh cxpcrt: .Eneh

ex~ ilie~ reads' again 'what e\~cry other, ~~~ ~'~te and is ngain inflticoc_edhyJhc_- - - - -, - -. - - -..- - . .
ptreqitions ofthc othcrs: This proceSS rePeats ilselfuntil'each expert nears agreement

on the needed scenariiJ or. numbers, The -name "Delphi" 'derives from the Oracle of .

De;phi:.nie 'Delphl 'method -is-basti:l o~-th~ ~~mptiOli th~t group judgments nre more

valid- th:in .indil'idual Judgments; The D~lphi' in'ethod' WIIS.developed at the beginning. .- . .. . -

of the cold war to forecast the impact of t«hnology on warfare.' In 1944, General
.' .... .

Henry H,'-Arnold ordered the creation of the report for the U,S. Air Forr:e on the

filtui:e tce!uKllogieal capabilities th~t '~j~lDt"~sCd by th~ militarY. Two )-cars later,

Douglas Airer~ft: Company ~tarfediProjcct RAND to study "the broad- subject of

mter-continental \vllrfarc <:>thcrthnil-surfa~e". Different approaches were tried, but thc

shortcomings of lmditionnl forecasting methods, such as theoretical appronch,

qUlIOlitath'e models or trend extrapolation, in areas where prei:isc scientific laws have
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nllt b«n eslablished yel, quickly btcnme apparent. To combat these shortcomings, the

,Dclphi'method wns:dc\'cloped'by Project'RAND during the 1950-19605 by Olaf. -. - - - '

Hclmer, Norman Dalkcy, and Nicholas Rescher [19J. It hllS been used e\'er sincc,

togeth.er wilh various'modifications and reformulations, such as lhe Imen-Delphi

proeedun:.

The'following key_charncteristic~ oftheUelphi method help the participams 10
'. . . ' - .

flK1.lson the issues nt hand and sep:lJllte Delphi from other methodologies:

Structuring of Informniron F1ow:'Thc initial contributions from the experts

tl.1'e.collecled' in thc forni. oLanswers: to-'questionnaireS. Their comments 10 these. . - . , .
answers'n!c also"coifected. The pane'lfdirector cOiJ.lrols,the'"intcractions among the

, ." ,. l.,' ,

participants by pmcCssiJi.g.Ui.~iiito~atiQiI an~ 'filteiing out i~levanl content.

Rrgular Feedhack: ParticipMtS' comment on th~ir own forecasts, thc

T6pOnses of others and oit,the,pr:o~ ofthe,ptinel ~ a whole, At any moment thcy. .
can re,isc their eMlier siatements.

'. A~ouymii;' of the "'nri"rcrpn'nt~:Usually all participants mnintain IIDllnymity,

Their idenlily.is nol TCvealed-c,'en tifter ihe completion of the finnl report. This stops. . .
them from dominating olhm in ihe pfixess ,using 'lheir.authority or personalil)', frees. " . .
tJi.em 10some e)(tent from their personal't)iases, minimil.es the "bandwagon effeclri or. .
"halo,i:ffeCl"; and nll~ws.ihem'lo freely ~ipress lhdr opinions,

Rol/' of t~~ ~'adl1intor: Tbe person,coordinating" !he Delphi me!hod can be

known 115a .facilitator, and: facilitates ,thc responses of their pnnel of c:o:perts,who,are - .. , ' .

seldcled for a reason, usually t~a\' thC):'hold knowledge Ol! an op'inion or ,view. The'

facilitator semis out que~ionnnircs, SUJ'".C}'Scic. lllld if !he panel of experts aceept,

ihey follow instnJetions and presenl thcir views. If consensus is 1101reached, the

process continues lhrough lhesis'and antithesis, to gradunlly work lowards synthesis,

and building conSellSlls by duplicatihg the procedure several times until a consensus

emerged.

First applications of lhc Delphi method wcre In the field of science and

lechnology forecnsting PO}. One of the first SIIchreports, prepared in 1964 by Gordon

llnd Helmer [21], assessed the direction oflong4erm trends in science and lechnology

development, eovering such lopics lIS,sdl:Iltific brea\..1hroughs, populntion control.

nulomalion, spnce'progress, Wll; prevention IIncfweapon s}'Slems. It wos also applied
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~cce;;sful1y and with.liigh aceurncy in business forecasting. For e;.:nmple, in one case

repoi1ro byBasu and'Schroeder [22], the ~c1phi method predicted the sales of a new

prooUl':t during the Iirsn ••••-o years Il,'ith' innecuracy of 3-4% compared with actual. .' , .
SlIles.(Juantitati';'e' ~ethoos p~UCele!Iors ono-lS%, and tnIditional unstructured

forecast methods hid erron; of about 20"k

Q\"erall the track record of the Delphi method is mixed. Th~ have been many

cases when thc method produced.poor results. It must also be reali:l:ed that in nrcas
.. . . .

such.as'science ana technology forecasting'the degree (if uncertainty is so great that. ' . . . .
exaci and always correct predictions are impossible, so n high degree,of error is to be. . ' " "

expecied.
. .

•

• 'AnotheI particular, 'wenkness of .the .Delphi method' is that future
. .

developmen.ts lire ,not ,lilv.',ll)ispredicted confctly, by consensus of experts .

• <Thc .lssub:~f,igho~~e .is imPortant, ifp:meli~ts llre"misiofonned about a

topic: tJi~use orDelphi ~~y~doitlY corilide~c~ to their ignornnee.

Someti~es unconventional thinking of a~ateur outsidCTS"~ay be superior

:,to.expert.t~\riking; .

,:',.'":'One;6f the i;itHil\~roblems, of the. method, was its inability to make. ".- ..
"complex fCit~asts wiih inultip1eflietors" .. Potential future outcomes wcrc

,usually considered as [fthey had no effect on each other.

'Still the Delphi meihod can be iUcd most successfulli in forecasting single.. , ..
scalar"indieators. Despite .these short'comings, todny the 'Oelphi method is II widely

-._, ';ccep~~-i~~a:.;~~i~~l:~n~j";;;'~e'~- uSed su~~~~ru;iy- f~'T~ouS;;nds of studi~'in .
. .

areas v3T)ingfiom tc:clinology forecasting to drug abuse.

2.5.1.2 Ui",\IDED .JUDGMENT

It IS common practice to ask experts what will happen. This tS II good

procedure to use when .

• experts are unbiased

• large changes are unlikely

• relationships are well understood by experts (e.g., demand goes up when

prices go do•••.")

• cxpens possess privileged information
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• experts receive accurate and well-summarized feedback abont their

forecasts

Unfortunately, unaided judgment is oftcn used when the above conditions do

not hold. Green and Annstrong [23], for example, found that experts were no better than

chance when they l)Se their I.lnaided judgment to forecast decisions made by pcople in

conflict situations.

2.5.1.3 PREDICTION MARKETS

Prediction markets, also known as bettmg markets, infonnation markets, aud

futurc markcts have a long history. Between the end of the US civil war and world war II,

wcll-organizcd markets for betting on presidentIal electIOns correctly picked the ",ilmer in

cvcry casc but 1916; also, they were highly successful III identifying those eJeetlOlls that

would be very close. More recently, in the four elections prior to 2004, the Iowa

Electronic Markets (IEM) has performed better than polls in predicting the maTgm of

victory lor the presidential election winner. In Ihe week leading up to the election, these

markets predicted vote shares for the Democratic and Republican candidates \\.ith an

average absolute error of around 1.5 percentage points. TIle final Gallup poll, by

eompariwn, yielded forecasls that erred by 2.1 percentage points [24]' Despite numerous

attempts since the 1930's, no methods have been found to be supeJior to markets when

forccasting prices.

2.5.1.4 STRUCTURED ANALOGIES

The outcomes of-simil:if"sitl"-a:tiijn~ '[rOn] the pasqimiilogiesY-may-heJp a

marketer to forecast thc outcome of a new (target) situation. For example, the

introduction of new products ill US markets can provide analogies for the outcomes of the

subsequent release of similar products iu other countries. People often use analogies to

make forecasts, but they do not do so in a structured manner. For example, they might

search for an analogy that suits their prior beliefs or they might stop searching ".hen they

ldentify one analogy. The structured-analogies method uses a fonnal process to overcome

biased and inefficient use ofinfonnatlOll from analogous situations. To use the structured

analogies method, an administrator prepares a description of the target situation and

scle<:tsexpert, who have knowledge of analogous sitllatlons preferably the one with direct

experience. The experts idenlify and describe analogous situations, rate their similarity to

the target situation, and match the outcomes of their analogies with potential outcomes in
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the target sihlation. The administrator then derives forecas!s from the information the

experts provIded on their most similar analogies. Green and Annstrong [25] found that

structured analogies were more accurate than unaided judgment in forecasting decisions

in situations with eight conflicts.

2.5.1.5 GAME THEORY

Game theory has been touted in textbooks and research papers as a way to

obtain better forecasts in situations involving negotiations or other conflicts. Despite a

vast research effort, there is no research that directly tests the forecasting ability of game

theory, However, Green [26] tcsted the abllity of game theorists, who were urged to use

game theory in predicting the outcome of eight real (but disguised) situations, In that

study, game (heorists were no more accuratc than university students,

2.5.1.6 JUDGMENTAL DECOMPOSITION

The basic idea behind judgmental d~omposition is to divide the forecasting

problem into parts that are easier to forecast than thc whole. One then forecasts the parts

individually, ",smg methods appropriate to each part. Finally, the parts arc combined to

obtain a rorecasL

One approach is to break tile problem down into multiplicativc components,

For example. to forecast sales for a brand, one can forecast industry sales volume, market

share, and selling price per unit. Then reassemble tile problem by multiplying tile

components together. Empirical results indicate that, in general, forecasts from

decomposition_are more ;J.ccurate_than thoseJrom.a global approach [27]. In particular,.

decomposition is more accurate where there is much uncertainty about the aggregate

foreca.<:tand wherc large numbers (over one lllllhon) are involved.

2.5.1.7 JUDGMENTAL BOOTSTRAPPING

Judgmental bootstrapping converts subjective judgments into structured

procedures. Experts are asked \vhat information they use to make predictions about a

class of situations. They are then asked to make predictions for diverse cases, which

can be real or hypothetical. For cxample, they might forecast ncxt year's sales for

alternative designs for a new product. The resulting data are then com'erted to a

model by estimating a regression equation relating the judgmental lorecasts to the

infonnation used by the forecasters. The general proposition seems preposterons. It is
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that the model of the man will be more accuratc than the man. The rcason is that the

model applies the man's rules more consistently.

Judgmcntal bootstrapping models are most useflJl for repetitive complex

forecasting problems where data on the dependent variable are not available (e.g.

demand for a ncw telecommunications device) or data does not vary sufficiently for

the estimation of an econometric model.

Oncc developed, judgmental bootstrapping models providc a low-cost

procedure for making forecasts. The review in AnllStrong [28J found that judgmental

bootstrapping was more accurate than unaidedjudgmcnt (the nonmil method for these

situations) in 8 of the 11 compansons, with two tests showing no differencc, and one

showing a small loss. The typical error rcduction was about 6%. Judgmental

bootstrapping also allows experts to see how thcy are "eighting various factors. This

knowledge can help to improve judgmental forccasting. For example, with respect to

pcrsonnel selection, bootstrappmg might reveal that some factors, such as height,

weight or looks, are used, even though they are not relevant for the job. Bootstrapping

also allows for estimating eftccts of changing key variables.

2.5.1.8 EXP"RT SYSTEMS'

As the name imphes, expert systems are structured representations of the rules

experts IJse to make predictions or diagnoses. For example, 'if local honschold

incomes are in the bottom quartile, then do not supply prcmiwn brands'. The forecast

~_ i!!1pl~c!~in .!he fo~e_goi~gcon~~iona~ ~c_tion_s_ta~e~e~t: ~.e..,J~~e_JI!i~ltTI_~r~~-,-~'!.!:e_

unlikely to make an acceptable return in the locale. Rules are often created from

protocols, wherehy forecaster, talk about what they are doing while making forecasts.

Where empirical estimates or relationships from stmctured analysIS such as

econometric studies are a~ailable, expert systems should use that infonnation. Expert

opinion, conjoint analysis, and bootstrappmg can also aid in the development of

expert systems Expert systems forecasting involves identifying forecasting rules used

by experts and rules leamed from empirical research. One should aim for simplicity

and completeness in thc resulting system, and the system shonld explain forecasts to

users. Dcveloping an cxpcrt system is expenslve and so the method will ouly be of

interest in situations where mollY forecasts of a similar kind are required. Expert

systems are feasible where problems are suffieiently well-structured for rules to be
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identified. Col1opy, Adya, and Annstrong [29]' in !heir review, found that expert

systems forecasts are more accurate than those from unaided judgment. This

conclusion, however, was hased on only a small numher of studies,

2.5.1 .9 CONJOINT ANALYSIS

By surveying consumers about their preferences for alternative product

designs in a structured way, it is possible to infer how different features \\~ll influence

demand. Potential customers might be presented with a series of perhaps 20 pairs of

offerings. For example, various fcatures of a personal digital assistant such as price,

weight, battery life, screen e1arity and memory could be varied substantially such that

the features do not correlate with one another. The potential customer is thus forced to

make trade.offs amoug various features hy choosing one of each pair of offerings in a

way that is representative of how they ""'auld choose in the marketplace The resulting

data can be analyzed by regressmg respondents' choices against the product features.

The method, which is simil~r to bootstrapping, is called 'conjoint analysis' because

respondents consider the product features jointly. In general, the accuracy of forecasts

from conjoint analysis is likely to increase with increasing realism of (he choices

presented to respondents [30J. The me!hod is based on sound principles, such as using

experimental design and soliciting independent intentions from' a sample of potential

cuswmers. Unfortunately however, there do not appear to be studies that compare

conjoint-analysis forecasts \vith forecasts from other reasonable methods.

2.5.1.10 NOMINAL GROUP TECHNIQUE

Nominal group tec!mique is similar to the Delphi technique in that it utilizes a

group of participants, usually experts. After the participants respond to foreeast-

related questlOns, they rank their responses in order of perceived relative importance,

Then the rankings are collected and aggregated. Eventually, the group should reach a

consensus regarding the priorities of the rnnked issues.

2.5.1.11 SALES FORCE OPINIONS

The sales starr is often a good source of infomntion regarding future demand.

The sales manager may ask for input from each sales-person and aggregate their

responses into a sales force composite forecast. Caution should be exercised when

usmg this technique as the members of the sales force may not be able to distinguish

between what customers say and whut they actually dn. Also, if the forecasts will he
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u,ed to establish sales quotas, the sales force may be tempted to provide lower

estimates.

2.5.1.12 EXEClffIVE OPINIONS

Sometimes upper"le\'els managers meet and develop forecasts based on their

knowledge of their areas ofresponsibility. This is sometimes refelTed to as a jury of

executive opinion.

2.5.1.13 MARKET RESEARCH

In market research, consumer surveys are used to establish potential demand.

Such marketing research usually involves constHlctmg a questionnaire that solicits

personal, demographic, economic, and marketing information. On occasion, market

researchers collect such information in pcrson at retal! outlets and malls, where the

consumer can cxperience--taste, feel, smell, and see--a particular product. The

researcher must be careful that the sample of people snrveyed is representative of the

desired consumer target.

2.5.2 QUANTITATIVEMETHODS

Quantitative forecasting teclmiques are generally more objcctive than their

qualitative counterparts. Quantitative forecasts can he time-series forecasts (i.e., a

projection of the past into the future) or forecasts based on associative modcls (i.e,

based on one or more explanatory variables). Timc"series data may have underlying

behaviors that need to be identified by the forecaster, In addition, the forecast may

need 'tel identifY-the 'caus'cs (if th,,"b'elj,n'ior:-Sonie of these'b,,)',;;:;;io!:;;"nla)f'be "patierns" .
or simply raudom variations. Among the patterns arc:

• Trends, which are long-term movements (up or down) in the data.

• Scasonality, which pTOducesshon-term variations that are usually related to

the time of year, month, or cven a particular day, 3S witnessed by retail

sales at Christmas or the spikes in banking activity on the first of the month

and on Fridays.

• Cycles, which wavelike variations are lasting more than a year that IS

usually tied to economic or political conditions .

• Irregular variations that do not reflect typical behavior, snch as a period of

extreme weather or a union stnke.
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2.5.2.1

• Random variations, which encompass all non-typical behaviors not

accounted for by the other classifications.

NAIVE FORECAST

Among the time-series models, the simplest is the naIve forecast. A nalve

forecast simply uses the adual demand for the past period as the forecasted demmd

for the next period. This. of cOl.lrSe.makes the assumption that the past will repeat Tl

also assumes that any trends, seasonality, or cycles are either reflected in the previous

period's demand or do not exist. An example ofna'(ve forecasting is presented in table

2.1.

Table 2.1: NaIve forecasting

I Period IIActual Demand (OOO's)IIForecast (OOO's)1
11m"",,, II 45 II I~~~~~~IF,bm""'11 60 II 45 I
I M~,h II 72 II 60 I
I April II 58 II 72 I
I M,y II 40 II 58 I
11m" II II 40 I

2.5.2.2 MOVING AVERAGE

Another simple technique is the use of averaging. To make a forecast using

averaging, one simply takes the average of some nllmher of periods of past data by

summing each period and dividing the result by the number ofperiods ..This techniqLle

has been found to be very effective for short-range forecasting,

Variations of averaging inc1lJde the moving average, the weighted average,

and the weIghted moving average. A moving average takes a predetennined number

of periods, sums their actual demand, and divides by the number of pen ods to reach a

forecast. For each subsequent period. the oldest period of data drops off and the lalest

period is added, Assuming a three-month movmg average and using the d3ta from

table 2,1, one would simply add 45 (January), 60 (February), and 72 (March) and

divide by three to arrive at a forecast for April:

45 + 60 -1-72 ~ 177 + 3 = 59



To arrive at a forecast for May, one would drop' January's demand from the

equallon and add the demand from April. Table 2.2 presents an example of a three-

month moving average forecast.

Table 2.2: Three month moving average forecast

I Period IActnal Demand (OOO's)Forecast (OOO's)

11m,,,, II 45 I[ I
1"hm"'ll 60

II I
I MM,h II 72

II I
~I 58

II
59

I

~I 40
II

63
I

~ I
57 I

2.5.2.3 WEiGHTED MOVING AVERAGR

A weighted average apphes a predetcnnined weight to each month of past

data, sums the past data from each period, and di~ides by the total of the weights. If

the forecaster adjusts the "'eights so that their sum is equal to 1, then the weights are

multiplied by the actual demand of each applicable period. The results are then

summed to achieve a weighted forecast. Generally, the more recent the data the higher

the weight, and the older the data the smaller the weight..Usmg the demand example,

a'weighted average using weightsof:4,-;3; .2;and.1 wouldyic1d the forecast for JtLne

as,

60(.1) + 72(.2) + 58(.3) + 40(.4) = 53.8

Forecasters may also use a combination of the weighted average and moving

avcragc forecasts. A weighred moving average forecast assigns weights to a

prtxletennined number of periods of actual data and computes the forecast the same

way as described above. As with all moving forecasts, as each new period is added,

the data from the oldest period is discarded, Table 2.3 shows a three-month weighted

mming average forecast utilizing the weighrs .5, .3, and ,2.
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Table 2.3: Three mon!h weighted mo~ing average forecast

IperiOd IIActna' Demaod (000'5)1Forecast (ODD's)

IJoo,,'Y II 45 II I
IFeb'""'1I 60 II I
IM"ch II 72 II I
~I 58 11551
~I 40 11631
~I II 61 I

2.5.2.4 EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING METHOD

A more complex form of weighted moving average is exponential smoothing,

so named because the weight falls off cxponentially as !he data ages. Exponential

smoo!hing lakes the previous period's forecast and adjusts it by a predelemlined

smoothing constant, u (called alpha; the value for alpha is less than one) multiplied by

the difference in the previous forecast and the demand that actually occurred during

the previously foreeasled penod (called forecast error) Exponential smoothing is

--- expressed formulaically as such:-

New forecast = previous forecast + (1. (actual demand - previous forecast)

or F"ew = Fpte + u(A" - Fp,,)'

Exponential smoothing requires the forecaster to begin ,the forecast in a past

period and work forward to the period for which a current forecast is needed. A

substantial amount ofrast data and a beginning or initial forecasl ore also necessary.

The initial forecast can he an actual forecast from a previous period, the acma!

demand from a previous period, or It can be estimated by averaging all or part of thc

past data. Some heuristics exist for computing an initial forecast. For example, the

heuristic N = (2 ~ a) - I and an alpha of.5 would yield an N or 3, indicaling the user

would average the first three periods of data to get an initial rorecast. However, the
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accuracy of the initial forecast is not critical if one is using large amounts of data,

since exponential smoothing is "self-correcting," Givcn enough periods of past data,

exponential smoothing will eventually make enough corrections to compensate for a

reasonably inaccurate initial forecast. Using the data used in other examples, an initial

forecast of 50, and an alpha of ,7, a forecast for February is computed as such:

New forecast (February) = 50 + .7(45 - 50) = 41.5

Next, (he forecast for March;

New forecast (March) = 41.5 + .7(60 - 41.5) = 54.45

This process continues until the forecaster reaches the desired period. In table

2.4 thIs would be for the month of June, since the actual demand for June is not

known,

Tahle 2.4: Exponential smoothillg technique

IperiOd IActual Demaud (OOO's)Forecast (OOO's)

I January II 45 II 50 I
rebruar}jl 60 II 41.5 I
I March II 72 II 54.45 I~I 58 II66.74 I

40 60.62 IM4y

~I II 46.19 I
An extension of exponential smoothing can be used when time-series data

exhibits a linear trend. This method is known by several names: dO<.lblesmoothing;

trend-adjusted exponential smoothing; forecast inc1udmg trend (FIT); and Holt's

Model. Without adjustment, simple exponential smoothing results will lag the trend,

that is, the forecast will always be low if (he trend is increa:;mg, or high if the trend is

decreasing. WI(h this model there are (wo'smoothing constants, u and Ii wlth B

representing the trend component.

An extension of Holt's Model, called Holt-Winter's Method, takes into

accounts both !reml and seasonality [31]' TIlCre are (WOversions, multiplicative aud

addnive, with the multiplicative being the most widely used. Tn the additive model,

seasonality is expres:;ed as a quantity to be added to or subtracted from the senes
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average, 'Thc mulliplicative model expresses scasonahly as a pcrcenlage--known as

seasonal rclatives or seasonal indexes--of the average (or trcnd). These are then

multiplied times values in order to incorporate seasonality. A relative of 0,8 would

indicate demand that is 80 pereenl of the average, while 1.10 would indicate demand

that is 10 percent above the average. Detailed infomlatiou rcgarding this method can

be found in most operations management textbooks or oue of a number of books on

forecasting.

2.5.2.4.1 SINGLE EXPOI\"ENTIAL SMOOTIIING

This is also known as simple exponential smoothing. Simple smoothing IS

used for short.range forecasting, usually just one month into the future, The model

assumes that the data fiuctuates around a reasonably stable mean (no trcnd or

consistent pattern of growth)_ The specific formula for simple exponential smoothing

IS:

S,=aX,+(l-a)S,_] (1)
When applied recursively to eaeh SUCCeSSl'lfeobservation in the series, each

new smoothed value (forecast) is computed as the weighted average of the current

observation and the prevIOus smoothed observation; the previous smoothed

observation was computed in tum from the previous observed value and the smoothed

value before the previous observation, and so on_Thus, in effect, each smoothed valuc

is the weighted average of the previous observations, where the weights decreasc

exponentially depending on the value of parameter (If it is equal to I (one) then the

---- ------ --- _previous observations are -ig,norcd-entirely; if it is equal to 0 (zero),- then the current-

observation is iguored entirely, and the smootbed value consists entirely of the

previous smoothed valtle (which in tum is computed from the smoothed observation

before it, and so on; thus all smoothed values will be equal to the initial smoothed

value So). ln~between values will producc intermediate results.

The initial value of S, plays an important role in computing all the subscquent

values. Seltmg it to Yl is one method of initIalization, Another possibility would be to

average the first four or five observations. The smaller the value of u, the more

importaut is the selection of the initial value ofS,.
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2.5.2.4.2 DOUBLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING

(4)

(5)

(6)

bl = [(Yl- YI) + (YJ - n) + (Y4 - YJ)]l3

bl=(y,,-yd/(n-l)

This method is used when the data shows a trend. Exponential smoothing with

a trend works much like simple smoothing except that two components must be

updated each period - level and trend. The level is a smoothed estimate of the value of

the data at the end of each period. The trend is a smoothed estimate of average growth

at the end of each penod, The specific rornlula for simple exponential smoothing is:

5,= u*y, + (I - [()* (SH +1),-1),0 < 0;< 1 (2)

b,=y*(SL-S,_I)+(I-y)*b'_I,O<y<1 (3)

Note that the current value of the series is used to calculate its smoothed value

replacement in double exponential smoothing.

Initial Values

There are several methods to choose the initial valnes for S, and b"

51 is in general set to y,.

Three suggeshons for b1 are as follows:

b'~Y2-YI

2.5.2.4.3 TRIPLE EXPONENTIAl. SMOOTHl"'G

Often, time series data display behavior that is seasonal. Seasonality is defined

to be the tendency of time-series data to exhibit behavior that repeats itself every L

periods. The term seasun is used 10 represe'nt the penod of lime before beha\ior

begins'to"repeat-Milf. L'5 "therefore- th-e-seaii6illcngth -"i periods'- For cxanipte, annual

sales of toys will probably peak in the months of November and December, and

perhaps during the summer (with a much smaller peak). This pattern is likely to repeat

every year, however, the relative amount of increase in sales during December may

slowly change from year to year, For example, during the month of December the

sales for a particular toy may increase by I million dollars every year. Thus, we could

add to ollr forecasts for every December the amount of 1 million dollars (over the

respective annual average) to account for this seasonal fluctuation. In this case, the

seasonality is additive, Alternatively, during the month of December the sales for a

particular toy may increase by 40%, that is, increase by a factor of 1.4. Thus, when

the sales for the toy are generally weak, then the absoillte (dollar) increase in sales

during December v'fill be relatively weak (hut the percenlage will be constant), if the



sales of the toy are strong, then the absolute (dollar) increase in sales will be

proportionately greater, Again, in this case the sales increm;e by a certain factor, and

the seasonal component is thus multiplicative in nature (i.e_, the multiplicative

seasonal component in (his case would be 1.4). In plots of the series, the

distingllishing characteristic between these two types of seasonal components is that

in the additive case, the series shows steady seasonal nuct •.•ations, regardless of the

overall level of the series; in the multiplicative case, the size or the seasonal

Oucluations vary, depending on the overall level of the series,

2.5.2.4.4 MultipUcatlve Seasonall\fodel

This model is used when the data exhibits multiplicative seasonality.

In this model, it is assumed that the time series is repre:;ented by the model

below:

(7)
where,

b, is the base signal also called the permanent component

b2 is a linear trend component

8, lS a multiplicative seasonal factor

B,is the random error component

Let the length of the season be L periods.

The seasonal factors arc defined so that they sum to the length (If the :;eason,

I.e,

(8)

The trend component b, if deemed unnecessary maybe deleted from the

model.

2.5.2.5 REGRESSION ANALYSIS

.In statistics, regression' analysis refers' to, teeliniques for modeling and

analyzing several variables, when- the focus is on the relationship between a

dependent variab1e- and one or more mdependent variables, More speclfically,

regressIOn analysis',helps to' understand how the typical value of the dependent

vanable changes when anyone of the independent variables is varied, while the other

independent variables are 1!e1dfixed. Most commonly, regression analysis estimates

th:econditional expectation of the dependent v,ariable given the i.ndepcndent variables,
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Less commonly, the focus is on a quantile, or other location plnamcter of the

conditional distribution of the dependent variable given the independent variables. In

all cases, the estimation target is n function of the independent variables called the

rtgrcsslon funclton. In regression Malysis, it is also of interest to eharnaerize the

,':lrialion of the dependent nrinble around the regression function. which can be
describedby n probability distribution.

Regression analysis is widely used for prediction (including foreeasting of

time-series data). Regression nnalysis is also used to underslnnd which Mlong the

independent variables nre related 10the dependent variable, and to explore lhe forms

of these relationships. In restricted circumstances, regression llI1alysiscan be used 10

infer cnussl relationships between the independem nnd dependent variables.

Familiar methods such as linear regression llIId ordinaI)' least sqUltrtS

regression are parametric, in that the regression funetion is defined in lerms of a finite

number of unknown parameters thaI arc C'Stimatedfrom the data. Nonparamelric

regression refers to techniques that allow the regr~sion function 10 lie in a specified

set offunelion~, which may be infinite-dimensional.

The performance of regression analysis methods in practice depends on the

form of the data-generating process, and how il relates to the regression approach

being used. Regression analysis depends to some extent on making IlSsumptionsabout

this proceSs. These aSS\lmplionsIll'Csometimes (but not always) testablc if a large

amount of data is available. Regression models for predietion are often useful even

when lhe assumptions are moderately ,'iolated, although "theYmay'iii;l"perform'

optimall}'.However when carrying out inference using regresmon models, especillll}'

involving small effects or questions of causalily based on observational data,

_regression methods must bc used cautiously as lhey can easily give misleading results.
Classical assumptions for regession analysis include:

• The sample must be representative of the population for the inference
prediction,

• The error is assumed to be a random variable with a mean of zcro

condilional on the explanatoryvariables.

• The independent variables an: error-free, If this is not so, modeling rna}'be

done using errors-ill-variablesmodel techniques.
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diagonal'and eai:h non-zero eloiment is the \'llJillllce of the error .

• The'-.van~ee ,of tb~ error .is ~~stant acro$s oliservations

• The predictors must be linearly'independent, i.e. 'it must not be possible to. . .
express any predictor as a linW'combination of the others. The errors we. . .

uneom:lated, that is. the .,.llJiance-cO\'arianee mnlJix of the errors IS

(homo--

sccdasiiciiy). Irnol, wcighted least squares or other methods might be used.

These arc sufficient (but not all necessary) crInditions for the least-squares

estimator 10 possC$S desirable propenies, in particulw, these llSsumptions imply that

the paramcltr e~imatcs will be '~biased, consistent; M(h:ffi~ient i~ the dliss of line at

~~bi~ed eS1im~lOrs;Many of.lhes~ 'assumPtio~s 'may, b~;rel.aX~d iri more ndvanced
- - . .. ..,

treatments.

Linear Rcgre5~ion

.In linear:regresSion, tlie inodel spci:iliclltion is'that the dependent vmable, '1'1. .',

is a linear eomllination,of,the parameters (bui need.not be linear in the independent

;'ari~ies): For C;C~~PI~,_in'Simple.linear're~si~n for modeling N data points there

is !lnc independent variable: XI, and t":.o p.m.metcrs,llo and PI:. .
Strai8ht'line: Yl- ~ +PIX;+ £I,i••I, 2. 3, :,N (9)..' .
In .multiple linear regressions,. thm nrc severol independent variables or

functions of independent \.miables. FOr ex'ampie:,.addlrig a term in X? to the prectXiing. , . . -
regression gives:

P~oola: Yl" PO-;:PIXi+ Ill:':}+ ~,i••1,2, 3•.........•N (10)
, • : • ~ ' •• ' :.- ••••••• __ • __ ..:. •••••• H _ •••• _ •• _. _ •• '. _ ••

'This'is still IllieUfregression: although the expl"C'$$ionon the right hllnd side is

quaili-uiic in the ind"ependent variable Xi, iris linear in the pnrnmeters~, PI and Pl..

In both eastS.-£; is an error term and the subscript i indcxes n p:u1icul1!r

observation. Gh'en a random SIImple from the population, we estimatc the populntion. .
parameters lind obtain the SliIIIpl~lineal" regres.sion model:.

2.5.2.6 E:\"TRAPOI,,\T10N'

(II)

In mathematics, cxtnpolallon is the process of constructing new d~ta points

outside IIdiserete set of known data points. It is similar to !he process of interpolatioll,

which constructs new points between known poinls, but the results of extrapolalions
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are often less meaningful, and are subject 10 greater uneertainty. II may also mean

extension of a method, IlSsuming similar methods will be applicable. E,...tl'llpolation

may ~Iso apply to human experienct: to project, e""lend, or expand known c;o;perience

into llII nrea not known or previously e,...perienced so as to amve at a (usulllly

conjcclUl'lIl)knowledge of the unkno"-'II.

~:ltrapolntion methods

A sound choice of which cxlrapolalion method to apply relies on n prior

knowledge of the process that cre:tt/ld.:lhe existing data points. Crucial questions me. .
for example if.ihc '~ata can: DC:i.ssum~i1to_be continuo~, .sm~lh, possibly periodic

etc.

,.~.'lIear crtrapolaU~n

-Linear. extrapolatitm' melUls_creating t tangent'line ot the end of'the knO\\'I1

daia aild C:xtendin~ it be;i,~~- that Il:nil. Lii1~ uirnpolation will only ~ro\'ide good

results ,,'ben usetl:lo extcn'<i~e gm~h ot an approximillely linear function or not too

far be>.,.)ri~tlie kilo~\'n daill.

If the Iwo data points.nearest ,the ,point ,....• to be e""lrapolaled are (Xt _I, )\. I)

'.an<r(~\;."}''l),linear' exirnp~lation -giv~. U:CfunCtion (identical to iinear interpolation if

'''''t_l'-cx.-::x0,
,y (x.) 0=0)\.1'+ (x•• Xl.l)-rn. - y;.I) I (xi - Xl-l) (12)

II is possible-Io include'more than livo poinls, and a\'eragiitg .the slope of lhe

lineiU"_intcrpol~!'t:~y regreSsion lik'e' techniques'.

2.5.2.1 ADVANCED TIME SERlES MOOELS

•,,

•7
,•

• ••• :-, •.••1..~.... "":

,
• •
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Figure 2.2: Base, u-end. seasonallllld cyclical effects,
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In the figure 2,2 various clements of time series models has been shown.

• Base Leyel Model: (no Trend/Seasonal/Cyclical pattem)

,F"k= B, (forecast for the K.hperiod made at period t) (13)

Updating after A, known:

B,=B[_I+o:(A,-B'_l) (14)

• Base and Linear-Trend Model: (no Seasonal!Cyclical pattern)

2.5.2.8

F',k=BL+K-T[

Updating aftcr At known:

B, = (B'_I + T,.Jl + IT[A,-(8'_1 + Tt.JlJ

It =1"_1 + P[(Bt- B'_l) - Tt.I)]

~ is the Trend Smooth Constant (0 < P < I)

• Base and Scasonal Model: (no Trend/Cyclical pattern)

F[,k = B, - STttk

Updating aftcr At known:

B, = B'_1+ rr(A,iSIL~k- B'.I)

Sh<k = SIt-'-k+ y(AlB, - ST".)

y is the Seasonal Smooth Constant (0 < y < 1)

• Base, Trend, and Seasonal Model: (no Cyclical pattern)

F~k= (B, + k. T,) - STttk

Updating after A, knOWll:

B, = (B'_1+ T'.I) +a[A,iSI'+k - (B':I + T'_I)J

I, = T'_l -'-N(B[ - B'_I);- T,.I)]

Sh+k = SIH + y(ALiB,- $T'+k)

(ct, P, and y; thrce smoothed constants in this model)

AUTOREGRESSIVE ;\IOVING AVERAGE (AR.'\fA) :\IODEL

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

Given a time serics of data X" the autoregressive moving a\'erage model

(ARMA), sometimes called tile Box-Jenkins model after George Box and G.M.

Jenkins, is nsed as a too! for lUlderstandillg and possibly predicting futurc values in

the time series. The ARMA is typically applied to time series data. The model

lyplcally consists of two pmis, an autoregressive (AR) part and a moving average

(l\1A) part The model is usually then refened to as an ARMA (p,q) model where p is

the order of the autoregressive part and q is the order of the mOYmg average pm1 .
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Autoregressive model

The nOlation AR(P) refers to an autoregressive modeLof order p. Thus, an
AR(p) model is written as:

X,~e+I\p,X,_,+B"i=1,2,3, _.,p (25)

where, ti'1 ,\P2, ., -., 'tip are the parameters of the model, c is a constant and £, is

an errOr teun. The constant tenn is omitted by many authors for slmplieity.

Example: An ARO) model is given by-

X,=e+ cpX'_J+€, (26)
An autoregressive model is essentially an infinite impulse response filter with

some additional intel]lretation placed on it. Some constraints are necessary on the

values of the parameters of this model in order that the model remams stationary, ,

Examplc: In an AR(l) model, if 1\p1! > I then the model will not be well
behaved.

Muving average mude!

The notation MA(q) refers to a moving average model of order q_ This is
given bv-

X,= Ifl;e,.,+E"i=1,2,3, .,._,q (27)

where, the Ell, ... , flgare the parameters of the model and the E" L'_I, ... are as in

the AR model, the error tenns, A moving average model is esscntlally a [inite impulse

,esponse [ilter with some addilional interpretation placed on it.

Taking the AR model and the MA model, the ARMA mo'del ean be built. The

notation ARMA(p, q) refers to a model with p autoregressive terms and q moving

average terms, This model subsumes the AR and MA models,

(28)
for cp"i=I,2,3, ..... ,p

[or8"i=I,2,3, ..... ,q

The en-or terms E, are _generally assumed to be independent identically-

distributed random variables sampled from a normal distribution with zero mean: s,-

N(O,0"2) where O"l is !he variance. These assumptions may be weakened but doing so

will change the properties of the model. In particular, a change to the iid assumption

would make a rather [Clndamentai difference, AfuVfA models m general can, afler
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choosing p and q, are fitted by least squares regression to find the values of the

parameters which minimize the error term, It is generally considered good practice to

find the smallest values ofp and q v,hich pro~ide an acceptable fit to the data. For a

pure AR model then the Yule-Walker equatioru: may be used to provide a fit. The

dependence of X, on past values and the error terms e, is assumed to be linear unless

specified otherwise. If the dependence is nonlinear, the model is specifically called a

nonlmear movmg average (NMA), nonlinear autoregressive (NAR), or nonlinear

autoregressive moving average (NARMA).

2.5.2.9 BOX - JENKINS MODEL

The Box-Jenkins approach to modehng ARIMA processes was described m a

highly influenllal book by stati~ticians George Box and Gwilym Jenkins in 1970 [32].
,

An AR1\1A process is a mathematical model used [or forecasting. Box-Jcnkin8

modeling involves identifying an appropriate A.RIMA process, fitting it to the data,

and then using the fitted model for forecasting. One of the attractive features of the

Box-Jenkins approach to foreeastmg is that ARIMA processes are a very rich class of

possible models and it is usually possible to find a process which provides an

adequate description to the data, 1he original Box-Jenkms modeling procedure

involved an iterative three-stage process of model selection, parameter estimation and

model checking. Recent explanations of the process [33J often add a preliminary stagc

of data prcparatlon and a final stage of modcl appbcation (or forecasting).

The Box-Jenkins ARl\1A moclel is a combmation oftha AR and ~lA models:

Xt "" 5 + «1IX'_l + <P1Xt_l+,..+ lppXt_p+ At - alA,_1 - e,A'_l -.. - e~At.q (29)

Here the terms in the equation have the same meaning as given for the AR and

MAmode!'

Data prepllration involves transformations and differencing. Transformations

of the data (such as square roots or logarithms) can help stabilize the variance in a

serics where the variation changes with the level. This often happens with business

and cconomic data, Then the data are differenced until there are no obvious patterns

such as trend or seasonality left in the data. Differencing means taking the difference

between consecutive obser\'allOns, or between observations a year apart. The

differenced data are often easier to model than the original data,



Mudel ~elcction in (he Box.Jenkins framework uses vanous graphs based on

the (r,Ulsfonned and differenced data to try to identify po(ent,al ARIMA processes

whIch might provide a good fit to thc data. Latcr developments have led to other

model selection tools such as Akaike's lufonnation Criterion.

Parameter estimation means findmg the values of (he model coefficients

which provides the best fit to the data, There arc sophisticated computational

algorithms designed to do this.

Model checking involves testing the assumptions of the model to identify any

areas where the model is inadequate. If the model is fClund to be inadequate, it is

necessary to go back to model selection step and try to identify a belter model.

Forecasting IS\vhat the whole procedure is designed (0 accomplish, Once (he

model has been selected, estimated and cheeked, it is usually a straight forward task to

compute forecasts. Of course, this is done by computer. Although originally designed

for modeling time series \vith ARIMA processes, the underlying strategy of Box and

Jenkins is applicable to a wide variety of statistical modeling situations. It provides a

convenient framework which allows an analyst to think about the data, and to find an

appropriate statistical model which can be used to help answer relevant questions

abClutthc data.

2.6 SELECTIONOFFORECASTINGMETHODS

Practical forcca,ting prohlems have been givcn in the below. A forecasting

method selection depends ciri the abiflfy or ihe' chosen niethod In s.olving the issues
given below.

Practical problem issues with forecasting methods arc:

• Inaccurdcy

• Inconsistency

• Cost and Accuracy

complicatcd ones)

• Data Unavailabihty

Tradeoff (simple model may pcrform better than

• Fitness and Predictability

• A model that'best "11(s"the past data may not be thc best "Predictive" one

'for.thc future, due to demand'pattern changes
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Criteria for Selecting a Forecasting Method

Cost and Accuracy:

• A trade-off between cost and accumcy- more accuracy at a cost.

• High-accuracy with disadvantages of: need more dataldata may be difficult

to obtain/models arc more costly to design, implement, and operate/take

longer time to use.

• Low-Cost approaches- statistical models, historical analogies, executive-

committee consensus

• High-Cost Approaches- complex econometric models, Delphi, and markel

research

Data Availability:

• Is the data available/or be economically obtained?

• For a new product, a customer survey may not be practicaL

Tlme Span:

• What operations resource be forecasted and for what purpose?

• Short-term best be forecast with simple time series model.

• Long-term best be predicted with regressIon or similar models.

Nature of Products and Services

• Is thc producLisenice high cost or high volumc?

• vI'llere"is-the"producUsctvTce In'itS ilie' cyde?
• Does the product/sen-icc have sea.~onal demand f1uctuatious?

Impulse response and noise dampening

• An appropriate balance must be achlCved betweeu:

• How responsivc the model to change in the actual demand data

• Desire to .suppress un(Jesi0ble noise in thc ~emand data

Techniques to Support Better Forecasting

Normally associated with numbers and fonnulas, forecasting is a kind of

magIc box that uses certain inputs to detemline the products that the market expecls.
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There are more than J 00 different quantitative forecasting methods available, which

all begin with the simple assumption that the past will repeat in the futme.

Time-series methods extrapolate existing tTends and include seasonal and

cyclical indices, if necessary. They also assume that the trend, season, or cycle wIll

have a predictable and similar effect every time. Complex econometnc and

rcgression-based methods try to isolate the individual components cansing demand

in order to crcate a forccastingmodel. But thesemodels have an inherent limitation in

the number of factors tbey use because it is impossible to include all the key data.

Moreover, something that Seemsinsignificant today all of a sudden may become a kcy

drivcr.

There is no doubt that forecasting is critically important; however, relying

solely on these numerical forecastingmethods to drive business would be an exercise

in corporatehara-kiri.

Getting the Best Forecast by Combining Judgmental and Statistical

Methods

Accu.rate forecasting always has been a critical organizational capabihty

for effective business plamling. Good forecasts are essential for identifying and

new market 0ppo11unities, anticipating future demands, effectively scheduling

production, and reducing inventories.

Information technology has enabled forecasts to drive entire supply chains

---- -- -- . - and-enlerprise resources planning-systems. Simultaneously, global competition has

created an enVlronment chaTaderi,ed by uncertainty, rapidly shifting markets, and

compressed cycle times. Customers are demanding increasingly shorter response

times, improved quality, and greater product choice. The result has been a sharp

rise in forecasting's complexity and historical data that are often of limited value

for predicting the future.

Relying on statistical forecasts alone can be. ineffective in this highly

complex environment. Consider the case of Nike's $400 million failure in 2000

with demand forecasting software. According to the July 15, 2003, issue ofCrO

[34] magazine, ninc months after implementing a much publiCIzed l2 system, Nike

leaders acknowledged that they would bc taking a major inventory write-off due to

inaccurate forecasts from the automated system. Nike had entirely too much
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inventory of slow-moving items and a major shortage of popular sellers. The

problem, as it turned out, was that Nlke executives relied exclusively on

automated forecasts without any judgmental checks, and the automated forecasts

simply were not accurate enough. Unfortunately, Nike's experience with

automated statistical forecasts is not an isolated case.

When making forecasts, managers can choose trom either judgmental

forecasting methods, \vhich are based on opinions, or statistical forecasting

methods, based on mathematical modeling. Each category has unique strengU1S

and weaknesses. The best forecasting approach is one that leverages the strengths

of both methods. Increasingly, this is something that manager, find to be

effective, and it is supported by numerous research studies. However, combining

judgmental and statistical forecasting requires well-established rules.
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CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

3.1 KEY FACTORS IN DEMAND FORECASTING

Sales or demand fDrecasting is a management function that compames often

fail to recognize as a key contributor to corporate success. From a top-line

perspedive. accurate forecasts allow a company to provide high levels of customer

service. When demand can be predicted accurately, it can be"met in a timely and

efficient manner, keeping both channel partners and final customers satisfied.

Accurate forecasts help a company avoid lost sales or stock-out situations, and

prevent customers from going to competitors. At the bottom line, the effect of

accurate forecasts can be profound. All the types of items of the companies can be

purchased much more cost-effectively when minute, spot market purchases last can he

Rvoided. Such expenses ,on be eliminated by ac,urately forecasting production needs_

Similarly, lc>gistical services can be obtained at a much lower cost tlrrough long-teml

wntracts rather than through spot market arrangements. However, these contracts can

only work when demand ,an be, predicted accurately. Perhaps most important,

accurate forecasting can have a profound impact on a ,ompany's inventory levels. In a

sense, inventory exists to provide a buITer for inao:curate forecasts. Thus, the more

accurate the forecasts, the less inventory that needs-to be carried,' with the entire well -

understood cost savings tllat brings. The ultimate effects of sales forecasting

excellence can be dramatic. Mentzer and Schroeter [35J des,ribe how Brake Parts,

In,., a manufa,turer of automotive aftermarket parts, improved its bottom line by$6

ml1Jionper month after launching a company-wide effort (0 improve sales forecasting

effectiveness. Nevertheless, fIrms often fail to recognile the iniportance of this critical

management functic>n.The firms havc learned abc>utsales or demand forecasting from

working ""1(h hundreds of other companies, and the seven key focus points

(summarized in table 3.1) that will help any company improve its forecasting

pcrfonnance hos been ghen below. AltllOUgh no management function can be

reduced to seven keys, or 70 keys for that matter, the hope is that the ideas presented
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In the table will inspire senior management to look closely at their own sales

forecasting practices and recognize opportunities for improvement.

Table 3.1: Seven basic keys of forecasting

Keys Issues and Symptoms Actious Result~

Understand • Computer system • Establish forecasting • Ao euvironment m
what as focus, rather than ,"mr which forecasting "forecasting managcment

lmplement acknowledged "' "• management'" eo' " processes eo' critical business
not. controls control systems beforc

function.selecting forecasting
• Blurring of ili, sof1:ware • Accuracy emphasizcd

distinction betwecn
Derive plans from .,d game playing•forecasts, plans,
forecasts minimized

and goals
• Distinguish between

forecasts and goals
Forecast • Shipment history as • Identify sources of • Improved capital
demand, 'h, basis fo< information plall.lling and customcr
plan forecasting demand

Build systems to capture service
supply. •

• Too accuratc key demaud data
forecasts

Communic • Duplication of • Establish cross- • All relevant
atc, forecasting effort functional approach to information moo '"coopcrate,

Mistrust of th, forecasting generate forecasts
eo' •

"officwl" forecast • Establish mdependent • Forecasts trusted bycollaborate.
forecast _ ilioc - -- - - - - - --- - --. - Little undCisfaiiding gmup users

of ili, impact sponsors cross-functional • ISJallds of analysis
throughout the firm collaboration

e1Jminated

• More accurate md
reJcvant forecasts

Eliminate • Mistrust and • Build , single • ;\lore accurate,
islands of inadequate "forecasting relevant, "0' credible
analYSIS. information leading infrastructure" forccasts

different users to
Provide training for both Optimized inyestments• •create their owo users and developers of infonnation Iforecasts m
forecasts communication

systems.
U;, tools • Relying solely 00 • Integrate quantitative and • Process impmvement
wisely. qualitative m qualitative methods inefficiency and

quantitatIve ldcntifv of effectiveness• sources
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methods improved accuracy. and
Cost!benefi( of increased error•
additional • Provi<le instruction
information ,

Make " • No accountability • Training developers '0 • Developers taking
important. for poor forecasts under-stand implications forecasts seriously

• Developers 0", of poor forecasts • A striving for accuracy
understanding how • Include forecast
forecasts are used performance • More accuracy ~dm ,redibilityindi\-idual perfonnan,e

plans and reward systems

MeasLlfe, • Not knowing if the • Estabhsh mull! • Forecast performance
measure, firm " getting dimensional memcs ,~be mcluded m
measurc, beUer • Incorporate mulli level individual performance

• Accllra,y not measures plans
measured "' • Measurc accuracy 'when • Sources of errors em
relevant levels of cver ~d whcrever be isolated and targeted
aggregation forecasts are adjusted for improvement

• InabIlity " isolate • Greater confidence m
sources of forecast forecast process
error.

Recent estimates from' the U.S. Commerce Department indicate that, in (he

Umted States, $1.1 trillion in inventory SUPPOIts$3.2 trillion in millual retail sales.

ThiS imentory is spread out across the value chain, with $400 billion at telall

locations, $290 billion at wholesalers or distributors and $450 billion with

manufacturers, With this large stockplle of inventory, stock-outs at the retail level

--- ---- shoul,-Che-very lo\v-=OJie--would iliiiIk'--slii'tFiat lSnO't tile-case--:-Sriidles'liave 'show;;
that 8.2% of shoppers, on ayerage, havc failed (0 find their product in stock. These

stock-out events represent 6.5% of all retail sales [36]. Even after recOllping some of

the loss with sales of allelllative product, retailers has sllffered net lost sales of 3.1%.

This takes an cnormous toll on retail margins, not to mention customer goodwilL

A demand ehain IS a network of trading pminers that extends from

manufacturers to cnd consumers. The partners exchange illfonnation and finished

goods flow through the network's physical infrastructure. The physical facilities

include manufacturers' warehouses, wholesalers' distribution centers, retail chains'

warehouses and retail outlcts, A dcmand chain can mc1ude multiplc business

enterprises. As product l10ws through (he net\'>fOrk,the partners incur costs-b •.•( they



also enjoy revenue lISproduct changes ownership between business enterprises. iI's

possible to optimize the demand chain for each trading partner's portion of it, but totm

optimization requires a common objective that mayor may nol exisl.

Demand chain optimization (OCO) can impact enterprise value in many ways.

It can produce:

• Higher customer service IC'o'e!s,which lead to greater revenue and net

income.

• Higher inventory turnover, which frees up working capital.

• Higher worker productivity, which lowers operating e:<pe=.

• Higher capacity utilization, which increases the return on assets.

• lower logistics costs, which decreases operating expenses.

• lower costs of goods sold, which increases net income.

Eaeh one of lhese will increase an enterprise's return on assets. That, in tum,

leads to increased return on equity nnd shareholder \'ll.lue. The effects of DCO arc

hroad, influencing the overnll financial health of the enterprise; howevC!', the business

decisions that drive DCO are ultimalely made at the stoek keeping unit (SKU) level.

A SKU is B s;pccific product at a specific location. SKU management requires many

decisiollS, ruth as: When SKU should be replenished? What quantity should be

ordered? What eustomer service objective is appropriate for the selected SKU? From

whom to be ordered? Could the inventory for this SKU be better utilized al another

lceation? Should this SKU be stocked? WhlIt will happen to dcmnnd if the SKU's................. _~~.__ .--_.-
price is changed?

3.2 ACCURACY MEASURES

The forecnst error is the diITen:nce between the actual vnlue and the fOTCClISt

valuc for Ihe corresponding Jle!iod.

E,~Y,-F, (30)

when:, E" is the forecast error at period t, Y, is the actual \'/Ilue at period t, and

F, is the forecast for period I. Thcre are many types of aeeuTllcy measures of

forecasting. A suilable mcarure of Ilccuracy for a given problem is nOI universally

accepted by the forecasling academici/llls and practitioners. An accuracy measures is

often defined inlerms oflbc forecasting crror which has been mentioned above. There
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nre n number of mell.Suresof aecur1.ey in the forecasting liternture nnd each has some

advantnges and some disadvantages. The most frequently used measures of

forecasting aecurncyhns been mentioned in the tnble 3.2:

Tnll.le :1.2:-Measures of forecasting nCCUnicy

IMean Absolute Error (MAE) IIMAE" a:E,) I K t •• 1,2,3, ....... , N I
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) MAPE- (L (E,lYJ)/N, t - 1,2,3, ....... , N

Percent Mean Absolute Devialion (PMAD) P.MAD - (I E,) I( L Y, ).1-1,2,3, ...• N

I Mean Squnrcd Error Q'.!SE) IIMSE"( I E, 1)/N, t- I, 2, 3, ....... , N I
IRoot Mean Squared Error (RMSE) I RMSE ••...J ( I E, l) I N), 1- I, 2, 3•....... , N

I Forecast Skill (SS) II.SS"1 -(MSE~/MSEm) I
Among the above all accuracy measures, some arc used more often. Those

have been described below:

Mean Forreut Error (l\1FF:): Forccast error is II. measure "of 1IOv.'aCcuillle'

our forccast was in a given time period, It is calculated as the aClual demlllld minus

the forecast, or

E,"A.-F,

Forecast error in one. time period does not convey much information. so il is

needed 10 look at the accumulation of errors over time. The average valUe of these. . .
fOl'CCnsterrors over time (i.e., lIl\t~an For ••••nst Error, or Mn:) can be c.alculatcd.

Unfortunately, the aecumulation of-the E, values is not always \'eT)' revealing, for

somc of them will be positi\'c errors and some will be negative. These positive and

negative errors cancel one another, and looking lit them alone (or looking at the MFE

OVCT time) might give a falsc indication .
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Mun Absolul~ Oe,'I.tlon (MAO) or -Mello Ah~olllte Error (MAE): To

eliminat~ the problem ofpasitive errors canceling negativc errors, a simple m~asure is
'. . .. ; " . '

one that.looks at the absolute.vaille of the error (size of the d~viation, regardless of
'. . ' - ,

sigil). Wh~n the sign-is disregarded-and only th~ siu_of,the error is considered, this

d~\illti~n, is ~f~-. as the ab:S:O-IUtc'deviation._.Ie' thesc 'absolute deviations llI'C

accumulated. over time and the averagc \'alue -of these absolute deviations has been

found out, this measure is refen-cd n5the mcan absolutc dC\iation (MAD).

MClin Squared Error (MSE): Another way to eliminate the problem of

positivc errors canceling negative errors is to ,square the forec~ error, Regardless of

whether thc forecast error has a positive or negative sign, th~ squared error ••••ill

always have a positive sign.lfthesc squared errors arc accumulated over time and thc

avcrnge valuc of these squared errors is detennin~, this measure is referred lIS the

mean squared error (MSE). The question often arises lISto why the more cumbersomc

MSE would be: used when thc MAD cllicul/ltjon~ are'll bit simpler. MAD does have

the adVlll1t/lgeof simpler calculations. HowevCT, there is lin advantage to the MSB

method. Since this method squares the error tcrm, large erroTli tend to be magnified.

Consequently, MSE places a higher penalty on large e~rs. This can be: useful in

situations where small forecast errors don't cause much of a problem, but large crrOTli

can be de'vastllting.

!\Iun Ah$6Iul~-PfrCenfnl:e,F,rror-(MAP[): It is'a measure of accuracy in a. ; .
liiled :'time series_,valuc'_ in', statistics;., spceifiClll,ly_trending. It usually e:(presses.. - , ,. '.' .
a~urncy as'll p~enlage._The' difference bew,een 'acttilil value A,',and ~e forecast

value F
"
is divided by the actual mlue .A,'again. The absolute value of this calculation

is Summed for cvery fitted or forCCllStpoint.in time lUlddivided ngain by the number

of fittw poinl's-n' ..This makes it'll,percentage error so one can compllI"Cthe error of

ntled; till.lc s~cs- 1~31differ in 1C\1:1._For measuringthi: aCCUra~y of time senes

forecasting MAPE is of\c:n'u$cila$ benchmllTk.

Although thc concept of MAPE"sounds very simple and COllvincing it has two

major drnwbacks 111 practical application:_

.: If there lire zero \'lllues (somctimes happens for example in demand series)

.thi:re will be:a division by zero.
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When ha,ing a perfect fit, MAPE is UTO. But in regard to its upper level the

MAPE has no restriction. When calculating the Ilvernge MAPE for a number of time

series there might be a problem: a feWnumbers of series that have a very high MAPE

might distort a eomparison between the averages MAPE of time series fitted with one

method complll'ed to the avnage MAPE when using another method. In oroer to avoid

this problem other measures have been defined, for example the sMAPE (symmetrieal

MAPE) or a relative measure ofaeeurncy.

3.3 NEURAL NETI\'ORK

Traditionally;the term Dcurnl;ndl,:nrk had been usal"to refer to a net"'"Ork or
.. . ... , .., -' '. ! :.

eircuit of biologii:al~netirons"nle modern usage of the term .often refea to artificial
- ','. " '. '.:.-.' "

neural netv..o~s, which are co~P:Oscd ofaitificial neurons or nodes. Thus the term.hllS

two distinet usages:

I. Biological nrural nci\\"orks.are ,made up of renl biolOgical neurons that. '., '.' , , .
are 'c'onnccled"Or functionally relnted in. the pCriphernl.nen'ous system 0:

"01e ce'ri~I' nCrv'o'Us'i)yS-ti:Z;;:l".-ilie ,field of nciir6~iencc; they ~e onen. . . ....,., .

'. identified ~ groups 'of neurons: ~hat pcrtom"t a specific physiological

, fum:ti.on in ln~ral~ry analysis. '

'2.. Arllnciill:'nelintl"Drtwor~s lire, made' up .of interconnecting artificial

'. "'rieuro~ ;(Progmm~;ng :co~sinJ~ts' that.mimic: the:.properties or"biological

:n'i:uron~). '~ificiallrie~ml 'n~tworks may.either be used to gain M

- .undersianding,.of ;biolog1i:al.','neu.roi_neiworks._ 0.[30r _sOh.i~g _artificial. • _ '. .
.intelligence 'pT~blems .without necessarily creating II model of a 'real.. .
biologic3l system, The real, biological nen'ous system is highly complex

,lind U;cludes some. feat~~ that 'may, see:"' superfluous based on lUI

understanding of ani ficial .net;,,'ork$: .A :siinple artificial neuT1I1network

~nlcture has beCn shown'in the figure 3.1.
, .", -
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~is;ur~J.f: Simplifi.cd.vi~w'of~ fe~ forward,artificial neural network.

> >

in geneml n 'biological neural network is composc<rof a group or groups of

chemicnllr conncct~d or functionally associated lleurons. A single neuron may be

c'onn~ted to mMYother neurons and the to'talnumber of neurons and co~cctions in

a:nefi'!~rk.~ay be' exi~nsive..Connc~tions..:~lIcd s)"nnps~, art u~ally, formed from

alons to dendrites, though dendrodcndiitie microcircuits .and other COJlllccti~nsare

possible. Apart from the electrical signaling, there are other forms of signaling that
> >

arise fromneurotransmitter di£Tusion,'whichhave an c£Tecton electrical signaling. As

such, ne'urnl'networks are' 6lreniei~ eompl~x, Artificial' inteliigence lind cognitive

modeling'try to simulate some 'properties of neurnl'networks. While siinilll1 in their

,t~hniques~th~ fO~Cr.has tm; ai~ of ~l,"lng p~rticular tasks, while the latter aims to
buildmathematic.almodels ofbiological neuml systems.. :

• ,', c ~. __ ••• __ ,~ __ ••

,In the lIrtificial intelligence.fi,eld,-artificialneural nctworks have been applied

successfully to speech recognition, image lInalysis and adapti\'c control, Most of the

currently employed -artificialneurn! networks for milicial intelligence lITebased on

statistical estimation, optimization and,control theory. The cognitive modeling field

innlh'cs the pliysical or mathematical modeling of the behavior of neuml systems;

ranging from the indi\'idu:J.lneumlleveT(e.g. modelmg the spike response CUlVesof

neurons to a stimulus), througn the neurnl cluster level (e.g. modeling the release and

effects of dopamine in the basal ganglia) to the complete organism (e.g. behavioral

modelingof the organism's responsc to stimuli).
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3.3.2 IIISTORY OFTUE l'iEURAL NETWORK ANAl,OGY

The concept of neural net\••..orks started in the late.1800's as an effort to

describe, hOw:the human miild ~fonned. These .ideas started bring applied to

computational models with;Turln'g's B-t,'pe -m.chlnes and the percepfron. In early

1950's, Friedrich Hayek was'one ofihe first to.poSit the idea of spontaneous ordcr in

the brain nrising out "ofdecen~lizal net."'0rks of simple units (neu~ns). In the Illte

19405, Donald Hebb rytade'orie of the first hypotheses for ,IImechanism of neural

plasticity (i.e. learning) [37] and:itis called Hehblnn learning. Ucbbilln learning is

considered to ~ II~typj~al'un~~iSed le~i~g rule IllId-it(nnd variants of it) w~ nn

earlymodel for long term pOtcntiatio'n.
.

The:pcrceptmn is:essentiallY'a.lincar classifier for dnssifying data (x c R")

specififfi.by param~ters 'Cw'c R~, b ~ R) 'and nn:o~lpUl function f •• w'x + b. Its
". ',,-'

parameters are'ndaptcil. \~ith' an-'ad-hoe:rule similar to 'stochastic steepest gradient
, ,., ' .

descent. Because the inner produci is' n' 'linear operator in die input space, tbe
, , .,..... .

pcrccptron'cMI oitly, perfectl)' 'classify' a, sct'of-dilla for 'whkh different classes are

1inwly separable in the.input sPa~e;_~'hiJe:ilonen f~ls ~ompletely for non-scpiu:able

dal11:While the' d~v~l{jpmerlt-of tb~ algorithm .iniiiftily gencrnted so'me enthusiasm,

partly because of its IIppa'ientrelatiQnto biological mechanisms, the later diseo,:ery of

this inado:q~acyCllllsci1siJcb"m~els to b~ ablllld~nal until the 'introduction of non-

Hnt.1rmodels.inlOthe field.

The cognitron (38) WIISan carly'mul~layered neural-network with II.training
algnrilhm. ,Th~. IlCt~~is~cii:t'~'-oTU;;;ei;or\(-;;dIh~-;t;~lh~~~~-U>---;e1-the _ •. _.-

intacoIDIcetion weights change. from;one neural slr:llegy to another, each "ith its

ad\'lllltagci and disad\'an,lages.Networks Cnri_propagntc-iJifo:mBtionin one'direction

only, or they can 'Oouncebat\( 'lind [ortli u~til sclf-aeti\-lItionat IInode -oecut'5and the

network scttles oil-a final slate.' The ability f;r bi-du-eCtionalfl~w of inputs between

neurons/nodesWllSproduced with the Hopflcld's network [39), and specialization of

these node layers for specific purposes was introduced through the first h}obrid

ndwoll,:,

The parallel dhlrlbutcd procfSsln~ of the mid-1980s became popular under

the name connectionism. The redisco\'erYnf the hack-propagation algorithm was

probably the main reason behind the repopularil..lltionof neural networks aller the
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publicalion of "Lcaming Internal' Reprcsentations 'by Error .Propagationn .in 198.6

(though back-propagation "itself ditcs from 1974).' The original network' utilized.. '.' , '., '.' _. . . .
multiple lilycrsof wciglit-sum.unils of the t}pc r".g (w'x + b). whcll: g was IIsigmoid

f~ne;i;~.'or lo~stic' fu~dion sue~ as:'~sed:in logistie regies.sion.Training w~ 'done by

a form ofs!ochaSlie S1cepestgmdimt,descettt. The cmplo)'IllClltof the eluiin rule of

differentiation in dcriving thc appropriate parnmeter updates' results in an algorithm, . . . ..',. .
that seems 'to' 'baek propagate errors';, hCTjeethc, nomend~ture. However it is

esseilti'~llyn f~.rm'of ~dient d~~enl. Dei~ining thc opti~al pmmeters in'a modd

of this twe is n,otirivilll.:lInil'Steep~i 'Srndicnt'descentrri~thodseannot be relied upon

to &i.\'c'tlie' solution.Withouta'goOdstcithig'point..In recent'limes, networks with the

same 'an:hitecture ..os ,the:baek:piop:igntion network llll:'n:ferted to ils muUl-layer
. .' , .. , .:' .

pn~eptrons ..This name does not impose any limitations on' !he ty-p-e'ofnlgorithm

used for learning.'

The bllCK-propagalionnetwoik<-gtnerated'much' enthusiasm at the time lind

therewas mueh cont~vers; nboiit~'htther'~i:h h~~ng ~ol1id~ implemented in tlie... - ". ,,,-., , .
brain or.not;'pnrtJY:heell\l~e.ameehamsm'for re~'etse.silP!illi~gwas not~ob\;iousat the

time, '~~tmo'st i~pO~t1;'becauS~.th~ w~ ~,~iausibl~ so~rce fo'rthe ';~~ching'or
. .. ,', .... .-

'target'siglllil.
" .., ". , .. ".',

3.3:J' ' ~l'HE BRAIr..;', i\'tURAl; Nf;T\\'ORK Al"l>" CO;\IPUTERS

, .... Neural: netw~,rk~>~';~u~.~':arlifiei~i:'i~tclligenee.- h~~'e.'irnaii;onnl1ybeen.

viewed lIS.simplified mOdels of neural processIng in' the :brain. even thoullh: the

. , fc1alionbctv,'ci:-ritliis in"o<lel'aridIin:inbiologic~l ;,7efiiieel~rcis-debatciCA-sU~ject0[----""

e~ri~nt re:se:ut:h,inriteoreti~al neuroscitn'ce is tlie q~cstion ~undiitg Utedegree of

complexity. arid .the properties tMt indhidual Ileuml ,elements should hn\'c to

reproduce Somethingresembling anfiriafi~ti::liigene:e'... . ' . "

Historically, eomputers evolved from'the Von Neumann Arelillec-tu're [40},

which is based on sequential processU;gand ~ecution of explicit instructions. On the. .
other hand, !he origins of neural netv,ork$are bosed on efforts to model information. .
processing in biolo"gicalsystems,.whieh may rely largtly on pnl1lllel processing ~

well as implicit instructions based on recognition of patterns of 'Sl:I1SOT)'input from

external sourees. In other .words, at its vcry heart a neural network is a complex

statistical processor (as 0pf'Osed10being tasked to sequentially process and execute).
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Neu~DI nclwo~l;s and artificial intelligence: An •• tlfitlol neu~nl netwo~1;..
(Al\"N),'o.lso called a,slmulal~ neurnl'netwilrl; (SNl\') 01 commonly just ncural

. .
network (NN) is an imerconnected .group of anificial neurons .that uses a. . .
mllthcmatical or 'computational model for information processing based on a

eorinecljvi~y IIpprone'it to 'eomputailon. I~ most eaS~ nn 'ANN is an adoptive system

that'ehangcs ilS structure based on CJClernalor intemill information that flo\\'S Lhro~gh. .
the networK.

•
In more practical term~ 'neural networks Ill'C non,linear statistical data

~ode1ing or,decision m.:il;ing loOi~.:Tiiey.can'pc used'to model complex relationships

between iriputs and output~'or to find patterns in dlilll. ," ' .

.An artificial neural network'in\'Olves a nctwork bfiiimple processing clements. . ,-
(anificial neurons) which can c:thibit comple:t global behavior, determined by the

connecli;ns b:et\\;~' the'-p~~ing elements' .and cle~'en; parnmctm. Anificinl" . ,. ' , . : . . . ,.. ., .' . '

neurons:";cre fitst propOsed in' 1943 by:\I(iirreii: MC(2:ulloch;a neurophysiologist, lind

Wllh~ Pius, ~n MIT logicilin [~;LOit'e classical tyPe of~ilici8l neuml network is

the Uopfield net ..

."' In o.'neura1';network model simple nodes'"wliich, can be called 'variously
" i: '.,,' ..

'"neurol15~.:~nC\li'odes.•;."p~cssing,eh:mcnt (PEl"?r "units";.are connected logether

to: f~rriI',lI>naw~~: of nodcs'_' hci,ce,.th~'.tcrm ~~etiral :nelw.ork". While II nctlrn.l

nctwnrk docs' not hove to be 8"daptivc.p~ se, its prilciicaJ-usc comcs \\:ith algorithms., . . '. .
designed LOalLe.-the. strength (weigli15) of the connections ih th~ ~et.",~or~to produce a

..- .~_ ... '.d;Si~~"5T~;rli;w:--.---- .,- -- .'.

In modem'SO-fiwore implelllenmtions'of arti ficial neuml nctv,:orks the approach

inspired by biology has more or less been' abandoned for.a more practical approach
.' .,'

based on statistics and sigria1-processing. In .50mc of these systems, neural networks,

~r parts or neunil nctworks (such ~ artificial !\eurons), are used as 'components in

larger sys~ems that combine both adaptive llIld no~.adapth'e elements. The concept of

a neurnl networl; appears to have rust been pro~,Scd' by .A[~ Turing in his 1948

paper "Intelligent Machinery" [42]:

3.3.4 APPJ.lCA1l0i'"

The uLility of mtificial neural n~twork models lies in the fact that 'they can be

used to infer a function from obstrvatioits and also to use it~This is panieularly uscful
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,.',

'in npplieations where the complexity of the data or task makes the design of such 11. .
functi~ by hand 'imprnctical: Real,li'fe aPplications of alii ficial neurnl networl.: hllVC
" . ' , '. ,

b?=n used in the fii:lds below:.,. ",

'" ,

"" The' i~ks:ti"whic~ artifiCilll'neur3J networks nre appliCd ten'd' to fall within the
follo\\;ln~ b~nd,~~;~gori~':'''' ' ,',' , ,

• 'Funclion',npp'rodmntion, ,Of regre~~lon llnlll}'~I~, including time serifS

prediction and modeling, '

~. Chissificatlon';, i~l~dii.g ,pac't~m arid' sequence recognition, novelty detection

. , I'~d scquciiiiai'det-1Si6n milking: ~, ",,. , ,. ' " ,

." Data 'pro~e~irilt, i~eluding 'filtering. clu~jering,' Jiilnd 51J:o.1 separation and
, ". ' ,

compreSSion, . ' ..
',' "',,:'

'\7ApplicaHoni'arcaS ,inehide '.S)'St~m'idciltification ,and: control (vehicle' control,
, ' ' -', ,'F,", '.' ""'. : ' ". "

pro«~s ,control), :,ganu;:pln}iilg :and: deeisio'n 'making (backgammon, chess,' rncing),
" , "" ,,' "," , , , -

"-- "', . " , ,

patlem,'recognition, (radar sy:;ieim;, face"identification, ,object recognition; etc,),
" " .

sequcnce recognition (geSture, speech,' handwritten' text Tttognition)" medieal

ijingliosis; 'financial':applications" data mining '(or koo;-"'ledge discovery in databases,
, . , .," , ,,' ','

."WO"), Visunlization and c.mail spam filtcring,
, ","

3.4

The recent upsurge in rese:u-ch acth'ities into anificinl neural networks

(ANN's) has proven thnt ncural nctworks have powerful pattern e!lI$:;ificntion and

... - -- •. ---, -prediction e:Jpnbilities,-ANN's 'have 'been' 'suetessfull)'ll."so!d To'r"li' ,'Wii:ty-of laskiTri--" •.• '--

mlmy field~ ofbusincss, indu~t!)', and science [4J}. They have fast becomc a standard

class of quantillllive modeling tools for rescarchers and prnctitioncrs. Interest in neurnl

networks is evident from the growth in the number ofpapcrs published in journals of

dj\'erse scientific disciplines, One of the major application arCll5 of A.'tN's is

forecasting, There is an increasing interest in forecasting using ANN's in recent years,

Foreo:asting has a long hi510ry and the importance of this old subject is refleeted by

lhe diversity of its applications in different disciplines ranging from business to

engineering, The ability to aecurotely predict the future is fundamental to mtmy

deci~ion processes in planning, scheduling, purchasing, strategy formulation, policy

making, tmd supply chain operations, As such, forecasting is an, area where a lot of

efforts havc been invested in lhe past, Yet, it is still tm important and active field of
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human activity at the present time and \~iJl continue to be in the future, A sUlTeyof

research needs for forecasting has been pro~ided by Arnlstrong [44].

Forecasting has been dominated by linear methods for many decades_Linear

methods are easy to develop and implement and they arc also relatively simple to

understand and interpret. However, linear models have serious limitation in that they

arc not able to capture any nonlinear relationships in the data. The approximation of

linear models to complicated nonlinear relationships is not always satisfactory. In the

early 1980s, Makridakis [45) organized a large-scale forecasting competition (often

called M-eompetition) where a majority of commonly used liriear methods were

tested with more than 1,000 real timc series data. The mixcd results show that no

single linear model is globally thc best, which may be intclJlreted as the failure of

linear modeling in accounting for a varying degree of nonlinearity that is common in

real worhl problems.

ANN's provide a promising alternative tool for forecasters. The inherently

nonlinear structure of neural networks is particularly useful for capturing the complex

underlying relatIOnship in many real world problem" Neural networks are perhaps

more versatile methods for forecasting applications in that not only can they fmd

nonlinear structures in a problem, they can also model linear processes. For example,

the capability of neural networks in modeling linear time serics has been studied and

confinned by a numbcr of researchers [46J,

In addItion 10 the nonlinear modcling capahility, ANN's also have ,everal
- ---- ----------- - ---- ---- - ---oiher -[eaturestIiat-iliake-theln-valuabfe-for-f~rec~sti;;gt~~k's-.-

• First, ANN's are data-driven nonparametric methods that do not

require many restrictive assumptions on the underlying process from

which data are generated_As such, they are less susceptible to the

model misspecification problem than parametric methods_This "learn

from data or experience" feature of ANN's is highly desirable in

various forecasting situations where data are usually easy to collect,

but the lmderlying data-generating mechanism is not known or pre-

specifiable.

• Second, neural networks have been mathematically shov>'Tlto have the

universal functional approximating capability in that they can
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accurately approximate many types of complex functional

relationships. This is an important and powerful characteristic, as any

forecasting model aims to accurately capture the functional

relationship between the variable to be predicted and other relevant

factors or variables.

The combination of the above-mentioned characteristics makes ANN's a very

general and flexible modeling tool for forecasting.

Research efforts on neural networks as forecasting models are considerable

and applications of ANN's for rorecasting have been reported in a large number of

studies, Although some theoretical and empirical issnes remain unsolved, the filed of

neural network forecasting has surely made significant progress during the last

decade. 1\ will not be surprising to see even greater advancement and success in the

next decade,

3.5 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

Artificial neural networks (ANN's) are eomputmg modcls ror infoilllation

processing and pattern identification. They grow out or research interest in modeling

biological neuml systems, especially human brains, An ANN is a network of many

simple computing units called neurons or cells, which are highly interconnected and

organized in layers. Each neuron performs the simple task of infomlation processing

by converting received inputs into processed outputs, Through the hIoong arcs among

____ ._ . Jh~~e_!!',,1}rq[l,'!,J91.o.WJedgccan. b_e_g"ncrated.an<Lstor<;d.regarding_the .strength .0Lthe_

relationship between different nodes. Although the ANN models used in aU

applications are much simpler than actual nelJIal systems, they are able to perform a

variety oftasks and achieve remarkable results.

Over the last several detades, many types of ANN models have been

developed, each aimed at solving different problems, But by far the most widely and

successfully used for forecasting has been the feed fonvard type neural network.

Figure 3.1 shows the'arehiteeture of a three-layer feed forward neural network

that consists of neurons (circles) organized in three layers: input layer, hidden layer,

and output layer. The neurons in the input nodes correspond to the independent or

predictor variables (x) that are believed to be useful for forecasting the dependent

variable (y) which corresponds to the output neuron. Neurons in the hidden layer are
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connected to hoth input and output neurons and are kcys to learning the pattern in the

data and mapping the relationship from input vaIiables to the output variable_ With

nonlinear transfer functions, hidden neurons can process complex infomlation

reccived from input neUTC>nsand then send processed information (0 the outpuJ layer

for further processing to generate forecasts. In feed forward ANN's, thc information

flow is one directional fTomthe input layer to the hidden layer then to the output layer

without any feedback from the output layer. In developing a feed forward neural

network model for forecasting tasks, specifying its architecture in tenns of the nLmlber

of mput, hidden, and output ncurons is an important task. Most ANN applications use

only one output neuron for both onc-step-ahead and multi-step-ahead forecasting.

However, as ~rgued by Zhang et al. [47], it may be beneficial to employ multiple

output neurons for direct tnulti-step-ahead forecasting. The input neurons or variables

are very important in any modeling endeavor and especially important for ANN

modelmg because the slJccess of an ANN depends to a large extent on the patterns

represented by the input variables_ What and how man:\:'variables to nse should be

considered carefully.

For a causal forecasting problem, it is needed to speCIfy a set of appropriate

predictor variables and use them as the input variables. On the other hand, for a time

~eries forecasting problem, it is needed to identify a number of past lagged

observations as the inputs. In either situation, knowledge of the forecasting problem

as well as some cxpcrimentation based on neural networks may be necessary to

___ __ _ c:Lete~!!lip~_the-'~_est_n_!.lm]Jgofinput neurons. Finally, .the _number of hidden nodes is __.__ .__

usually unknown before building an ANN model and must be chosen dunng the

model-building process. This parameter is useful for approximating the nonlinear

relationship between input and output vanables. Before a neural lletwork can be used

for forecasting, it must be trained.

Neural network training refers to the estimation of connection wcights_

Although the estimation process is very similar to that in Imear regression where the

SlIlll of squared errors (SSE) or mean squared error (MSE) or meall absolute

percentage error (MAPE) is minimized, the M'N training process IS more difficult

and complicated due to the nature of nonlinear optimization involved. There are many

training algoritlmls developed in the literalure and the most influential one is the

back-propagation algorithm by Werbos [48] and Rumelhart et a1. [49]. The basic idea
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of hack-propagation training is to use a gradient-descent approach to adjust and

determine weights such that an overall error fWlction such as SSE or MSE or MAPE

can he miuimized. In addition to the most popular feed fOf',vard ANN's, many other

types of neural networks ean aho be used for forecasting purposes. In particular,

recurrent neuTal networks [50] that eXplicitly account for the dynamic nonlinear

pattern can be a good alternative to feed fOf',vard type ANN's for certain time series

forecasting problems. In a recurrent ANN, there are cycles or feedback colmections

among neurons. Outputs from a recurrent network can be directly fcd back to inputs,

generating dynamie feedbacks on errors of past pattems. In. this sense, rexurrelll

ANN's can model richer dynamics than feed forward ANN's in the same way that

linear autoregressive and moving average (ARMA) models have certain advantages

over autoregressive (AR) models. However, much less attention has been paid to the

research and applications of recurrent ANN's and the superiority of recurrent ANN's

over feed forward ANN's has not been established. The wactical difficulty of using

recurrent ne"ral netv.rorks may lie in the facts that (1) recurrent neN,orks can assume

much different architecture and it may be difficult to specify appropnate model

structures to experiment with and (2) it is more difficult to train recurrent ANN's due

to the liJJstable nature of training algorithms.

An MLP lS typically composed of several layers nodes_ The first or the lowest

layer is an inp"t layer, where extemal information is receivcd_ The last or the highest

layer is an o"tput layer where the problem solution is obtained. The input layer and

output layer are separated by 0r:oeor rpQrc)nt~1TI1ediateJayers called the hidden layers._- -- --- ---- -- - ----- -- -

The nodes in adjacent layers arc usually fully connected by acyclic arcs from a lower

layer to a higher layer. Fig_ 3_1 gives an example ofa fully cOilllected MLP \~ith one

hidden layer.

For an explanatory or causal forecasting problem, the inputs to an ANN are

usually the independent or predictor variables. The fllnqional relationship estimated

by the ANN can be written as:

.......,Xn), (31 )

where, X" Xz. Xl , Xn are n independent variables and Y is a

dependent variable. In this sense, the neural network is functionally equivalenllo a

nonlinear regression model.
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On the other hand, for an extrapolative or time series forecasting problem, [he

inputs arc typically the past observations of the data series and the output is the future

value. The ANN performs (he following function mapping:

(32)

",here, Y, is the observation at time l. Thus the ANN is equivalent to the

nonlinear autoregressive model for time series forecasting problems. It is also casy to

incorporate both predictor variables and time-lagged observations mto one ANN

model, which amounts to the general transfer function model. For a discussion on the

relationship between ANN's and general ARMA models.

Before an Al\J"N can be used to perform any desired task, it must bo tramed to

do so, Basically, training is the process of determining the arc weights which arc the

key elements of an ANN, The knowledge learned by a network is stored in the arcs

and nodes in the form of arc weights and node biases. It is through the linking arcs

that an ANN can carry out complex nonlinear mappings from its input nodes to its

output nodes. MLP training is a supervised one in that the desired response of the

nd\vork (target value) for each input pattern (example) is always available.

The training input data is in the fonn of vectors of input variables or training

patterns, Corresponding to each element in an input vector is an input node in the

network input layer, Hence the number of input nodes is equal to the dimension of

input vectors. For a causal forecasting problem, the number of input nodes is well

__ ~~!i1!0.~!~A i.~~h~!1!J!ll:1.?e.!.-0:!l1t!CRep_~~l.-~.:.ari1!bles)lssociated_with the problem ..For .

a time series forecasting problem, however, the appropriate number of input nodes is

ll()t easy to determine. Whatever the dimension, the input vector for a time series

forecasting problem will be abnost always composed of a moving window of fIxed I

length along the series. The total available data is usually divided mto a training set

(m-sample data) and a test set (out-of-samp1c or hold-out sample). The training set is

used for estimating the arc weIghts while the test set is used for measuring the

generalization ability of the network.

The trainmg process is usually as fo11o\\'s,First, examples of the training set

arc entered into the inpnt nodes. The activation values of the input nodes are weighted

and accumulated at each node in the first hidden layer, The total is then transfonned

by an activation function into the node's activation value, It in turn becomes an input
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into the nodes in the next layer, until eventually the output activation values are

found. The training algorithm is used to find the weights that minimize some overall

error measure such as the sum of squared error (SSE) or mean squared error (/viSE) or

mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). Hence the network training is aclually an

unconstrained non linear minimization problem.

For a time series forecasting problem, a training pattern consists of a fixed

number of lagged observations of the series. Suppose, there are N observations Yl, YI,

YJ" ., . ,Y;-Jin the training set and it is needed for one step ahead forecasting, then

using an ANN with n input nodes will have N-n training patterns. The first training

pattern will be composed ofYI, Vl,YJ,. .. ,Yo as inputs and Yn+, as the target

output. The second training pattern will contain V2, Y" Y4"." .. , .....Yo+1as inputs and

Yo» as the target output. Finally, in the last training pattern the target output will be

Y,

3.6 ISSUES IN ANN MODELING AND FORECASTING

Developing an ANN model for a particular forecasting application is not a

trivial task Although many good software packages exist to ease Llsers' effort in

building an ANN model, It is still critical for forecasters to understand many

important i;sues surrounding the model building process. It is important to point out

that building a successful neural network is a combination of art and science and

software alone is not sufficient to sol\'e all problems m the proces~. It is a pitrall to

blindly throw data into a software package and then hope it will automatically give a

satisfactory solution,

An importnnt point in effectively using ANN forecasting is the understanding

of the issue of learning and generalization mherent in all ANN forecasting

applications. This issue of learning and generalization can be understood with the

concepts of model bias and vanance [51}.

• Bias and variance are important statistical properties associated with

any empirical model, Model bias measures the systematic error of a

forecasting model in learning the underlying relations among variables

or time series observations,
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• Hodel variance, on the other hand, relates to the stability of models

built on different data samples from the same process and therefore

offers insights on generalizability of the prediction model.

A pre-specified or parametric model, which is less dependent on the data, may

misrepresent the true functional relationship and, hence, cause a large bias. On the

other hand, a flexible, data-driVen model may be too dependent on the specific data

set and, hence, have a large variance,

Bias and variance arc two conflicting terms that impact a model's usefulness.

Although it is desirable to have both low bias and low variance, it may not be possible

to reduce both ternlS at the same tIme for a given dma set because these two goals are

conflicting, A model that is less dependent on the data tends to have low vanance but

high bIas if the pre-specified model is incorrect. On the other hand, a model that fits

the data well tends to have low bias bnt high variance when applied to different data

sets. Hence, a good predictive model should have an "appropriate" balance between

model bias and model variance. As a model-free approach to data analysis, neural

networks often tend to fit the training data well and thus have low bias. But the price

to pay is the potential over fiUing effect that causes high variance, Therefore, attention

should be paid to address issues of over fitting and the balance of bias and variance in

neural network model building.

3.6.1 MAJOR ISSUES

The major dccisions a neural network forecaster mnst make include data

preparation~ input variable s~l-~cti~n, choi~~ oi;:;-et\\-:-;;ktype~d~~hit~~t~~:-t;;n~-f';

function, and training algorithm, as well as modcl validation, evaluation and selection,

Some of these can be solved during the model building process while others must be

considered before actual modeling starts.

Data Preparation: Neural netVrorks are data-driven teclmiques. Therefore,

data prcparation is a critical step in huilding a successful neural network model

Without a good, adeqnate, and representative data set, it is impossible to develop a

usefnl, predictive Al\'N model. Thus, the reliability of ANN models depends to a large

extent on the quality of data.

There arc several practical issues around the data requirement for an A}"'N

model. The first is the size of the sample nsed to build a neural new,'Ork. While there
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is no specifie TIllethat can be followed fat all situations, the advantage of having large

samples should be clear because not only do neural nel\vorks have typically a large

number of parameters to estimate, but also it is often ne.;essary to split data into

several portions to avoid over fitting, select model, and perfoml model evaluation and

comparison. A larger sample provides a better chance for neural net\vorks to

adequately approximate the underlying data structure, Although large samples do not

always give superior performance over small samples, forecasters should strive to get

as large of a sample as they can. In time series forecasting problems, Box and Jenkins

[52) have suggested that at least 50 or, even better, 100 observations are necessary to

build linear ARlMA models. Therefore, for nonlinear modeling, larger sample sIze

shonld be marc desirable, In fact, using the longest time series available for

developing forecasting model, IS a time-tested principle in forecasting [53]' Of

course, if data in the sample are not homogeneous Orthe lUlderlying data generating

process in a time series changes over time, then a larger sample may even hurt

performance of static neural networks as well as other traditional methods.

Data Splitting: The second issue is data splitting. Typically for neural

network applications, all available data are divided into an m-sample and an out-of-

sample. The in-sample data arc used for model fiUingand selection, while the out-of-

sample is used to evaluate the predictive ability of the modeL The in-sample data

sometimes are funher split into a ttaining sample and a validation sample. Because of

the blas and varian,e issue, it is critical to test an ANN model with an mdependent

.q.!1~-oJ:sample_,)Vhich.is not. use<jjnJhe_neural network _training.and .model-se1ection--- _

phase, This dlvision of data means that the tTIlesize of sample used in model building

ISsmaller than the initial sample size. AltllOnghthere is no consensus on how to split

the data, the general practi,e is to a1lo,atemore data for model building and selection.

That is, most studies in the literature use convenient ratio of splitting for in- and out-

of- samples such as 70%:30%, 80%:20%, or 90%:10%.lt is important to note that in

data splitting, the issue is not about what proportion of data should be allocated in

each sample. But, rather, it is about sufficient data points in each sample to ensure

adequate learning, validation, and testing. Granger [54J suggests that for nonlinear

modeling at least 20% of the data should be held back for an out-of-sample

evaluation. Hoptroff(55J recommends that at least 10 data points should be in the test
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sample while Ashley [56] suggest~ that a much larger out-of sample size is necessary

in order to achieve statIstically signi ficilIlt improvement for forecasting problems.

Data Preprocessing: Data preprocessing is another issue that is often

reconmlendcd to highhght important relationships or to create more wliform dala to

facilitate M'N loarning, meet algorithm requirements, and avoid computation

problems, Azoff [57] ~ulllmarizes four methods typically used for input data

normaliz.ation. They are: along channel nonnalizalion, across channel normalization,

mixed channel normalization, and external normalization. However, the necessity and

effect of data normalization on network learning and forecasting are still not

universally agreed upon. For example, in modeling and forecasting seasonal time

series, some researchers [58] believe that data preprocessing is not necessary because

the ANN is a universal approximator and is able 10 capture all of the underlying

pallems well. Recent empirical studies [59], however, find that pre deseasonali7.atlOn

of (he data is critical in improvmg forecasting performance, Zhang and Qi [60] further

demonstrate that fOT tIme series containing both trend and seasonal vanations,

preprocessing the data by both detrending and deseasonalization should be the most

appropriate way to build ncural networks for best forecasting pcrfomlance. Ncural

network design and architecture ,election are important yet difficult tasks, Not only

are there many ways to build an ANN modi:! and a large number of choices to be

made during the model building and selection process, but also numerous parameters

and issues ha\'e to be estimated and experimented with before a satisfactory model

_ma;L emerge. _Ad4ing_to_ th~ _difflculty.is the_ lack _of standards in the __process._

Nnmerous rules "fthumb are available, but not all of them can be applied blindly to a

new situation. 1n building an appropriate model for the forecasting task at hand, some

experiments are usually necessary, Therefore, a good experiment design is needed.

]'\'etwork Architecture: A feed forward ANN is eharacteriled by its

architec(\lre and determined by the number of layers, the number of nodes in cach

layer, lhe transfer or activation function uscd in each layer, all well as how the nodes

in each layer are connected to nodes in adjacent layers_ Although partial cOllllections

bel'w'een nodes in adjacent layers and direct connections from input layer to output

layer are possible, lhe most commonly used ANN is the so-called "fully cormected"

netv.'ork in that each node at one layer is fully connected only to all of the nodes in the

adjacent layer:<;_
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Output Node: The size of the output layer is usuany detennined by the nature

of the problem, For example, in most forecasting problems, one output node is

naturally used for one-step-ahead forecasting, although one output node can also be

employed for mulh-step-ahead forecasting, in which case iterative forecasting mode

must be used. That is, forecasts for more than two steps ahead in the time horizon

must be hased on earlier forecasts. This may not be effective for multi-step

forccasting as pointed out by Zhang et al. [6IJ, which is in line with Chatfield [62]

who discusses the potential henefits of using different forecasting models for different

lead times. Therefore, for multi-step forecasting, one may either use multiple output

nodes or develop multiple neural networks each for one particular step foretasting,

Input Node: The number of input nodes corresponds to the number of

variables in the input vector used to forecast future values. For causal forcca.\ting, the

number ofmpuls is usually transparent and relatively easy to choose. In a time series

forecasting problem, the number of input nodes corresponds to the numbeT of lagged

observations used to discover the underlying pattern in a time series and to make

forecasts for future values. However, currently tllere is no suggested systematic way

to determine this number. The selection of this parameter should be included in the

model construction process. Idcally, it is desired to have small number of essential

nodes which can unveil unique features embedded in the data. Too few or too many

input nodes can affect either the learning or prediction capability of the network.

The munheT of input nodes is perhaps the most important paramcter fOT

. designing an effective neural network.forecaster,-For causal. forecasting prohlems,- it.

corresponds to the number of independent or predictor van abIes that forecasters

believe arc important in predicting the dependent variable. For univ<mate time series

forecasting problems, it is the number of past lagged observations. Detennining an

appropriate set of input variables is VItal for neural networks to capture the essential

underlying relationship that can be used for successfnl forecasting. How many and

what variables to use in the input layer will directly affect the performance of neural

network in both in-sample fitting and out-of-sample forecasting, resulting in the

under-Iearnmg or over fitting phenomenon. Empirical results [63], also suggest that

~ the input layer is more important than the hidden layer in time series forecasting

;;: prohlems, Therefore, considerable attention should be given to detennine the input

f? variables, especially for time series forecasting,
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Hidden Layer and Hidden Node: The hidden layer and hidden nodes play an

important role for many successful applications of neural netv.:orks. It is the hidden

nodes in the hidden layer that allow neural networks to detect the feature, to capture

the pattern in the data, and to perform complicated nonlinear mapping between input

and output variables. Although there is substantial nexlbility in choosing the number

of hidden layers and the number of hidden nodes in each layer, most forecasting

applications use only one hidden layer and a small number of hidden nodcs_ Two

hidden layer networks may provide more benefits in some type of problems.

Snniva5an [64] had used two hidden layer and this result in a more complicated

architecture which achieves a higher efficiency in the training process, Using two

hidden layer may give bettcr rcsults for some specific problems, especially when one

hidden layer netv,oTk is over laden with too many hidden nodes to give satisfactory

results. In practice, the number of hidden nodes is often determfned by experimenting

with a number of cholCes and then selected by the cross-validation approach or

perfonnance on the validation set. Although the number of hidden nodes is an

important factor, a number of studies have found that forecasting perfonnance of

neural networks is not very sensitive to thIS parameter [65]' The lssue of determining

the optimum number of hidden nodes is a crucial yet eomplicated one. In general,

network with fewer hidden nodes are preferable as they usually have better

generalizations ability and less over fitting problems. But network with too few

hiddcn nodes may not have enough power to model arid learn tbe data. The most

common way in determining the number of hidden nodes is via trial and error. Several
---- --------

-- ------- - rule oC-tiiumbsllave also been proposect~such-as~-thcn-umb';' of hidden ~~d~;-depends
on the number of input patterns and each wcight should have at least ten input

patterns (sample size)_ In the case of one hidden layer network, several practical

gmdelines exist. These include 2n+ 1, 2n, n\2 where n is the sum of number of input

nodes and output nodes.

Transfer Function: The activation function is ~lso eallcd the transfer

function. It detennines the relationship betwcen inputs and outputs of ~ node and a

network. In gencral, the activation function introduces a degree of nonlinearity tbat is

valuable for most ANN applications. Chen and Chen [66] identify gencral conditions

for a continuous function to qualify as activation function. Loosely speaking, any

differentiable function can quali fy as an acti~a(ion function in theory. In practice, only



a small nWilber of "well-behaved" (bounded, monotonically mcreaslllg, and

differentiable) activation functions are used. These include:

The sigmoid (logistic) function:

F(x) = (1+ exp(-x)r'

Thc hyperbolic tangent function:

F(x) = (exp(x)-exp(-x»/(exp(x)+ cxp(-x»

The sine or cosinc function:

F(x) = sin(x) or F(x) = cos(x)

The linear function:

F(x) =.x

Among thcm, the logistic transfer function is the most popular.

There are some heuristic rules for the selection of the activatlOn function. For

example, Klimasauskas [67] suggests logistic aclivation function~ for classification

problems which involve leammg about avcrage behavior, and ,to use the hyperbolic

tangent functions if the problem involves learning about deviations from the averagc

such as thc forecasting problem. Howcver, it is not clear whether different activation

funetions have major effects on the perfonnance of the networks. Generally, a

network may have (hfferent activation runctlons for different nodes in the samc or

different layers. Yet almost all the nelworks use the same activation functions

particularly for the nodes in the same layer, While the majorily of researchers use

logistic activation functions for hidden nodes, there is no consensus on which

actIvation function should be u-sedfor output nodes.-' .- ._ ... , --- ... ------- ,-.--.

For forecasting applications, the most popular transfer function for hidden

nades is either logistic or hyperbolic and it is the linear or identity function for output

nodes, although many other choices can bc used. If the data, cspecially the output

data, have been nonnalired into the range of [0, lj, lhen logistic function can be used

for the output layer. In general, different choices of transfcr function should not

impact much on thc performance ofa neural network model.

Following the convention, a number of authors simply use the logistic

activation functions for all hiddcn and output nodes [68]. De Groot and WUliz [69]

aud Zhang and Hutchinson [70J use the hyperbolic tangent transfer functions in both

hidden and output layer. Schoneburg [71] uses mixed logistic and sine hidden nodes
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and a logistic output node, Notice that when using these nonlinear squashing

functions in the output layer, the target output values usually need to be normalized to

match the range of actual outputs from the network since the output nodc with a

logi~tic or a hyperbolic tangent function has a typical rangc of [O,lJ or [-1,1]

respectively, Conventionally, the logistic activation function secms well suited for the

ontput nodes for many classification problems where the target values are often

binary, However, for a forecasting problem which involves continuous target values,

it is reasonable to use a linear activation function for output nodes,

Training Algoritbm: Once a particular ANN architecture is of interest to the

forccastcr, it mnst be trained so that thc parameters of the ncl\vork can be estinlatcd

from the data. Training a neural network can be treatcd as a nonlinear mathcmatical

optimization problem and different solution approaches or algorithms can have quite

differcnt cffcets on the training result, As a rcsnlt, training with, different algoritlmls

and repeating with mnltip1erandom initial weights can he helpful in a getting better

solution to the nenralnctwork trainingproblem, In addition to the popular basic hack-

propagation training algorithm, users should be aware of many otller algorithms

These include so-called sDCond-orderapproaches, snch as conjugate gradient descent,

quasi-Ne'wton,and Levenbcrg-Marquanlt [72].

The most popularly used training method is the back-propagation algonthm

which is essentially a gradient steepest descent method, For the gradient descent

algoriUun, a step size, which is called the learnmg rate in ANNs literature, must be

----specified,-The learning rate.is crucial.for back-propagation learning 'algorithm'since it

determines the magnitude of weight changes. lt is well known tllat the steepest

descent suffers the problems of slow convergence" inefficiency, and lack of

robustness. Furthermore it can be very sensitive to the choice of the lemnmg rate.

Smaller learning rates tend to slow the learning process while larger learning rates

may cause network oscillation in the weight space. One way to improve the origmal

gradient descent m.ethodis to include an additional momentum parameter to allow for

larger learning rates resulting in faster convergence while minimizing the tendency to

oscillation, The Idea of introducing the momentum term is to make the next weight

change in more or less the same direction as the previous one and hencc reduce the

oscillation effect of larger learning rates Yu et al. [73J describe a dynamic adaptive

optimilatlOTImethod of the learning rate using denvallve infonnation. They also show
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that the momentum can be effectively determined by establishing the relatIOnship

bel\vecn the back-propagalion and the conjugate gradient method.

A't'-'Nmodel selection is typically done wilh the basic cross-validation process.

That is, the in-sample dala is split into a training set and a validation set. The ANN

parameters are estimaled with the training sample, while the performance of the

model is evaluated with lhe validation sample. The best model selected is the one thai

has the best performance on the validation sample. Of course, in choosing competing

models, the principle of parsimony must also be applied. That is, a simpler model that

has about the same performance as a more complex model, should be preferred.

Model selection can also he done with all of lhe in-sample data. This can be done with

several in-sample selection criteria that modify the total error function to include a

penalty tenn that penalizes for (he complexity of the modeL

In-sample model selection approaches are typically based ort some

informatlOn- based criteria such as Akaike's information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian

(BIC) or Schwarz infol1T)a(iollcriterion (SIC). However, it is important to nole the

limitation of these criteria as empirically demonstrated by Swanson, White, Qi and

Zhang [74J. Other in-sample approaches arc based Oil pruning methods such as node

and weIght pruning [75], as well as constructive methods such as the upstart and

cascade correlation approaches [76].

After the modeling process, the finally selected model must be cvalua(ed using

data not used in the model-building stage, In addition, as ANN's are often used as a

- - - - . -nonlirieiij--alte"rilativeto tradition-al sfatisiicalmodels~ihe-per-fonnanceOfANN's-needs"--

to bo compared to that of stati;tica1 methods. As Adya and Collopy point out, "if such

a cemparison is not conducted, it is difficult to argue that the sludy has taught us

much aboul the value of ANN's." They further propose three evaluation criteria to

objectively evaluate the performance of an ANN: (1) comparing it to weli-aceepted

(traditional) models; (2) using true out-of-samples; and (3) ensuring enough sample

si>:e ill the out.of-sample (4) for classification problems and (5) for time series

problems. 11is important to note that the test sample served as out.of-sample should

not in any ••.•.ay be used in the model-building process. If lhe cross-validation is used

for model selection and experimentation, the performance on the validalion sample

should not be treated as the true performance of the modeL Although some of the

above issues are lllliquc to neural net"'orks, some are general issues 10any forecasting
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method. Therefore, good forecasting practice and pnnciples should be followed. It is

beneficial to consult Armstrong's publication which provides a goo<1sourcc of

infonnation on useful principles for forecastingmode! building, evaluation, and uses,

Data Normalization: Nonlinear activatIOn functions such as the logistic

function typically have thc squashing role in restricting or squashing the possible

output from a node to, typically, (0, 1) or (-I, 1). Data nonnalization IS often

perlormcd before the training process begins, As mentioned earlier, wheilnonlinear

transtL>rfunctions are used at the output nodes, the desired output values must be

transfonned to the range of the actual outputs of the network. Even if a linear output

tramfer function is used, it may still be advantageous to standardize the outputs as

wcll as the inputs avoid computational problems. Four methods for mput
nonnalization are summarized by Azoff[77]:

• Along channel normalization: A channel is defined as a set of e!cments in

the same position over all input vcctors in the training or test set. That is,

each channel can be thought of as au "independent" iuput variable, The

along channe!nonnaiization is perfOTIllCdcolullln by column if the input

vectors are put into a matrix. In other words, it normalizes each input
variable individually.

• Across channel normalization: This type of normalization lS performed

for each input vector independently, that is, nOlmalization i&across all the
elements in a data pattern.

• . Mixed 'channel'normalization: As the 'name-suggests,-tliil; 'mclnQU'uses-

some kind of combinationsof along and across nomlalization.

• External normalization: All the training data are nonnalind into a

specific range.

lbc choice of the above methods usually dcpends on tile compositIon of the

input voctOT.For a time series forecastingproblem, the extemal normalization is often

the only appropriate normalization procedure. The time lagged observations from the

same source are used as input variables aml can retain the structure between chalme!5

as in the original series, For causal forecasting problems, however, the along challIlel

normalization method should be used since the input variables arc typically the

independent variables used to predict the dependent variable.
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Training Sample and Test Sample: Training and test samples are typically

required for building an ANN forecaster. The training sample is used for ANN model

development and the test sample is adopted for evaluating the forecasting ability of

the model. Sometimes a third one called the validation sample is also utilized to avoid

the over fitting problem or to determine the stopping point of the training process, It is

common to use one test set for both validation and testing purposes partIcularly with

small data sets. In view, the selection of the training and test sample may affect the

performance of ANN's, The first issue here is the division of the data mto the training

and test sets, Although there is no general solution to thISproblem, several factors

such as the problem characteristics, the data type and the size of the available data

should be considered in making the decision. It is critical to have both the training and

test sets representative of the population or. underlying mecipulism. Inappropriate

sepa,atlon of the training and test sets ",ill affect the selection of optimal ANN

structure and the evaluation of A},'N forecasting performance. The literature offers

little guidance in selecting the training and the test sample. Most authors select them

based on the rule of90% v,. 10%, 80%vs. 20% or 70% vs. 30%, etc.
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CHAPTER 4

PROBLEM FORMULATION

4.1 RETAIL DEMAND FORECASTING PROBLEM

One oflhe greatest problems faced by many companies within the retail sector

is to know when, what :md how much should be distributed to the point of sale.

Clearly, understanding the underlying demand patterns for a particular product means

that omlets can be fe-stocked in sufficient time to cope with changes in consumer

demand. For products that arc perishable or have a very short shelf-life, this issue is

more critical than for slower moving products with smaller demand requirements.

Corrunon problems created by poor demand forecasting are:-

L Sen-Outs & Missed Sales

2. Increased Wa:;te

3. Markdown ofPnecs

4. Lower Availability across product lines

5. Cl.lslomer Dissatisfaction

G, Loss of Market Share

Historically, much demand forecasting has been performed using arithmetic

calculations such as moving averages, histoneal sales figures and/or through the
---------- --. - - -------------------- ----- - --- ---- ----------------------

application of practical business rules, This was usually because of a lack of available

expertise, technology and Taw computing power. For products Mth highly stable sales

patterns these approaches can achieve, on average, a sufficient level of accuracy to

not warrant more powerful techniques. However, when markets are more volatile, and

goods have a shorter shelf.life, basic arithmetic techniques simply do not yield

sufficiently accurate results, on a day-to-day basis, to prevent sell-outs and low

availability in some stores and increased wastage and repeated markdown of prices in

others. In recent years many companies have moved to more sophisticated statistical

models to help with their demand forecasting problems. Often complex models have

been built tbat allow retailers to forecast the demand for any product, in 'any store, for

any given day. The common problem with these models is that all Slores have
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different historical demand pattems for many products, dcpending on consumer

demographics, store layout and other interventions like marketing campaigns. A

single model is often too generic to be accurate in all cases.

Retailers face sevcral challenges when it comes to forecasting:

• Scale of the problem (large number of stores and items to forecast) .

• Intermittent demand (slow and erratic sales for many items at the store level).

• Assortment instability (frequent new-item introductions and seasonal

assortment changes).

• Pricing and promotional activity.

Given these chal1enges, it is important to rccognize where forecasting can

enable better rctail processes, and where forecasting alone will not solve the business

problem.

Modern demand-forecasting systems provide new opportunities to improve

retail perrormance, Although the art of the individual merchant may never be

replaced, it can be augmented by an efficient, objective and scientific approach to

forecasting demand, Large-scale systems are now capable of handling the lllasS of

retail transaction data - organizing it, mining it and projecting it into future customer

behavior. This new approach to demand forecasting m retail will contribute to the

accuracy of futurc plans, the satisfaction of future CU5tomerS and thc overall

efficiency and profitability of retail operations.

--------Retailcrs- need to base thcir .decisions-on-.customer- insight -and- cnstomer---------

understanding in order to be successful and to differentiate themselves against mega

retailers. The most common way to gain customer understanding is to forecast

consumer demand measured by store sales a5 we]] as by consumption data through

other channels, su~h as shipment data or aggregated sales order data. An additional

component of "demand modeling" is required before one can create forecasts or

perform optimization, The process of "Demand Modeling" is executed on sales data

(or other consumption data) prior to calculating forecasts or optimizing prices. The

Demand Modeling process i5 critical, as it takes sale5 history time'scries as an input,

:md cleanses the data before calculating the parameter values used in the forecasting

and optimization functionality. Demand modeling docs not ahvays need to run as

frequent as thought_ Often, model parameters change slowly (e.g. price elasticity)
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compared to the weekly frequency of an optimization' nIn. Therefore, the model

might be refrcshed periodically, or triggered by a validation process, which

continuously evaluates model quality. The parameters of the dymand modeling have

been given below:

• Price Elasticity

• Offer Elasticity

• Product Cannibalization

• Halo-Effect (Affinity)

• Segmentation

• Demand Influencing Factors

• Customer Decision Process

• Rererence Price

• Psychological Price Thresholds

• AssortmentlFacc Elasticity

The effect of these parameters on the demand quantity of the product is vr:ry

hard to identify by only assuming linear relationship between thesc parameters and

demandquantlty.

4.1.1 NI£WOPPORTUNITIES ANDCHALLENGES

From the viewpoint of a demand forecaster, the key opportunity presented by

lIle new e_busincss environment is the abundance and availability 'of information,

driven by the proliferallon of information teclmology globally anlong bllsincsses and
--- - -----

~~~~~~l~~;--.-To ~xpl;it-s-;,;~h-~~pp~~nity, it i;'~eed~d'to b~~;'-~e-ofthe 'vallie-of

the different types ofinlonnation and subsequent exploration of this mfonnation.

1. Information on demand throughput: The most wel1-establi~hed

forecasting tcrlmiques are based on historical demand, In today's business

environment, changes in the marketplace are swift and sudden, and may not follow

the historical pattern; hence future demand may not be predicted accurately by relying

on past demand alone. Historical demand infomlation need not be infonnation about

the past in the traditional sense, such as realized demand in the last month. Demand

informatIOnabout the present is commonly available. For instance, predicting demand

in a time period when some customer orders are already placed can benefit from

information on the incoming orders. Take for example a manufacturer serving other
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businesses. If the time period is a month, then a uscful indicator might be the

cumulative, month-to-datc shipment quantity, quantity sold, or quant,ty sold 10 end-

users.

2. Information on selling price and prodnct promotion: Changes in thc

selling price and !be presence of product promotions are known to have a significant

effect on demand in many industries. Today, in large part due to the proliferation of

information and other tce1mologies, price eh311ges are less costly_ Price changes in

electronic business-to-business product catalogs or web-based relail businesses incur

little incremental cost. Even in traditional retail stores, the day will soon come when a

button on a computer is pressed to issue 'a price change, and new prices will be

reflected on a liquid crystal shelflabcl in a physical store a few seconds later. Such

epportunities imply that price changes and promotion actions may be used very

frequently, and so they can no longer be analyzed separately from "noffilal" demand.

Product promotions are getting very sephisticated. Targeted marketing, and ultimately

one-on-one marketing, has created complieati';llls in the analysis of promotion effects.

The traditioll31 way of applying a general "lift factor" to nominal demand when a

certain promotion is performed may not be adequate. At the very least, this "lift

factor" needs to take into account the promotions target portion of the entire market, a

quantity to bc estimated.

3. Information on product life cycle: One of the serious challenge5 facing a

demand foreca,ter in the e-business environment is ever shortening product life

cycles: In many industries, a product-can be.expected to-have a.Hfe.of-at-most-one __ ...

year. As is customary, it can inherit older history from its predecessor product, which

can in tum inherit history from its own predecessor and so on. This means that in

order to get, say, two to three years history, a well-organized producr map is needed

over time. At 11mpoint in time, it has been found that many organizations do not have

such product map data stored in a usable manner, The upconling industry of product

life cycle management sofuvare \\,il1 no doubt provide a berter infrastructure to

maintain such information, However, cven with a product map, one would not go too

far back since the entire business environment was different. For many products, thcre

are practically at most two or three of product history irself.

4. Information on the marketplace: As economelneians have long known,

dcmand history is only 011eof many streams of inform arion from which a forecast can
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be made, The e-busincss environment presents at least two key opportunities on

forecast information. First, high level indicators of economic activities such as total

production output of an industry are more up-to-date than previously posslble. Data

are collected continuously and automatically in electronic transactions, and should

also be less error prone, This \vil! be increasingly so as more and more bu-siness-to-

business as well as business-to-consrnncr transactions are performed electronically.

This comment applies to retail store transactions as well, wh.ere the transaction is

peJfonned electronically at the point-of-sale and will be recorded into some ccntral

database, Second, more detailed economic data are available, such as those by prodnct

types wIthin an industry. Experience shows that detailed data are more useful as a

predictor of the demand of a singleproduct of an individual organization,

s. Information on eonsumers: End user sales or consumer demand is used as

a source of demand information. Demand history consisting of the qLlantitysold, and

pcrhaps sel!mg price, is no longer (he only piece(s) of infomlalion coming dircctly

from past consumers. Customer databasc collected by'an organization over time,

previously limited only to e;..pensive produets such as mainframe computers or

automobiles, IS now likely to cover regular products such as end-user softwarc

packages or even children's products. CuriolIsly, for thcse two product types, end

lISers have very different incentives to register with the manufacturer: for futme

product Llpdatcsin the form of software downloads, or product recalls. AJ.;more

products incorporate elements of software that wlll go through a typical life cycle of
___________. updates. customers aremorc likelyJo registeDvith the.producl.m?Dl,lf;lCllir_cr,-,!h.Lls..lh\.' _

cxisting customer hase is no longer characterized only by a total sales number, but

rather a datahase of infonnation at the manufacturer's o\~nrequest.

4.2 THE SCENERIO IN THE STUDY

A well established retail super store in Bangladesh has abOllt 8000 different

t!Tcs of products in its onc store, It has been mcntioned previously the necessity of

doing an crror free forecasting of the products for the item available in the store, But,

it is not a very easy job. Thc system apphed in most of the retail super store for

forecastingpurpose is of time series quantitative methods. In the methods applied by

the retall companies in Bangaldesh, linear or closc to linear relationship is assumed

between the demand quantity and the factors influencing the demand quautity. Most

of the companies use weighted moving average or exponential smoothing techniques
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of demand forecastmg. There are lots of inaccuracIes and errors in the system that is

applied by the rotail companies in Bangladesh for dcmand forecasting of their items,

The inaccuracies and errors have been mentioned below:

• First, the applied system can not identlfy the real factors that are actually

influencing the demand of the items sold by the companies,

• Quantitative influences of the influencing factors arc not determined and

analyzed at all in the present system of demand forecasting.

• Uncertainty in thc demand of the items is not ineluded at all in the present

system.

• The trend and seasonality are not analyzed and determined.

• The actual demand data of the earlier demand periods is not used

accurately with the real effect.

• The actual relationship hetlveen the demand influencing factors and the

demand quantity is not determined and analyzed.

Above mentioned failures of the present demand forecasting system in the

chain rctain stores in Bangladesh are tesponsible for one of the major problems. Duc

to the above problems, the store~ Joss their market share, som~imes there arc excess

inventory and sometimes there are stock out of items, customer satisfaction level

decreases, cost increases etc. These problems have to bc solved in order to exist in the

____________ JI!:y!s.e.!.,-lb£!:~__a.!:e.J~t~,0f)!e1!!s_ay.!!iJa1J!e..in_'!. chain fe_tail.store, _So,__developing_ a __

demand forecasting algorithm Or model for all of the items will not be possible,

Be<:ause, different items will have different demand patlern, lhe trend and seasonal

effect will also be different for varieties of products, the relationship bel;\«een the

demand influencing faetors arid demand quantity will be different for different

products, demand influencing factors will be different. Different model of forecasting

J;a\"e to be developed for different types of products. In order to start the solution of

demand forecasting problem in the retail store, one fast moving item has to select first

and for that item a accurate demand forecasting model has to be developed_ Then the

resulting model will have to be customized for different types of products. The major

problem in the present forecasting methods applied by the chain retail stores is that

these methods can not actually quantify the effect of the influencing factors on the



demand quantity. Because, most of the methods assume either linear relation between

influencing factors and the demand quantity or they base their forecasting on an

asswned non-linear relation which might not be (rue. The present methods cannot

utilize the past actual demand data for determining the actual relation between the

demand influencing factors and the demand quantity,

Another major issue is that the demand forecasting of any eertain day has to

make before a certain number of day so that the required order quantity can be

ordered and received within time so that demand can befulfilled effectively. During

the study period, it has been found that to place an order and received that order

arolUld10days lead time is required, So, if the forecasting can be made about lS days

before then customer order can be fulfilled efflciently, So, the proposed algorithmwill

have to forecast the demand quantity for a day about 15 days before lhat particular

day.

4.2.1 PROBLEM SOLVINGPROCEDURE

In ordcr to solve the existing demand forecasting problem in the chain retail

store demand influencing factors have to be identified first. Then, a model or

algorithmhas to be developed 50 that the algorithm can identify thc nonlinear relatIon

between thc demand influcneing factors and demand quantity of the item selected for

forecasting, The model has to be based on using past demand data so that the accurate

dfcet of the demand influencing factors can be identified and their effects can be

quanhfioo. The algorithm should also include the uncertainty factors in the demand
-.- -------- - forecasting'oTany item-:-Tlledeveloped-modef iiasto -b"C-compar;,i- ~vith-th~-;.:isili;g---- ------

methods in order to prove its superiority.

4.3 DEMAND INFLUENCING FACTORS

For de\'eloping an accurate demand forecasting algorithm for any kind of item

one of the most important thing is to identify the innuencing factors of that items

demand. To identify all the demand influencing factors, the past denland data has to

be studied intensively. It is also necessary to talk with the people in the chain retail

stores and also with the customers \\,ho are actually buying the items. It is importanl

to determine the reasons behind the buying, The buying frequency of the customers is

not same throughout any given hme periods. The frequency changes due to the

changes in the situation.
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In Ihis study, a fast moving item in the retail store of Bangladesh has been

selected_ The Item is noodles. There are different varieties of noodles. For analysis

purpose, it has been assnmed that all ofthe noodles are of same brand and of the same

size. In developing the whole model past demand data of the highest sold brand and

all other brands has been used.

For identifying the actual demand influencing factors past data of actual

demand has been analyzed. Three years data has been collected according to day to

day demand. That means total of (365*3) 1095 days actual demand data of noodles

has been analyzed_ The amount of data is huge in order to identify the actual demand

influencing factors_ The following factors have been identified as demand influencing

factors:

• The period of the month is important. It has been found that the selected

item is sold at a higher rate at the starting of the month. Usually from 5 to

15 of any month the sale of [he item is higher than other days of the month_

• Weekend also has an effect on the demand of the item. The sale is much

higher at weekends compare to week days.

• The sale ofllie item is higher ill a holiday an'd any other day .

• Dunng a festival period the o~erall sale is mneh higher.

• The weather condition of a particular day has an effect on the selling of llie

item. If the weather 1Seither too hot or too much rain occurs on a particlilar

day, then the sale is much lower thall day when the weather is normal.

-------- --- - --- - -- - -. - The-price orib'", -itern has inimportanTeITect on the demand-quanti tiTfiIie

price is reduced than the sellmg of the item increases and vice versa.

• The effect of promotional programs on the actual demand of the Item is

very important. The demand or the item increases during any kind of

promotional progranlS. There are many kinds of promotional programs.

Such as: free items offer, price redllclion offer, discount offer, lottery offer,

higher amount offer, free other items oITer etc. The effect of different types

of promotional programs is different. To exactly quantify thc effects of

promotional programs is very hard. Bnt during the study it has been found

that offer like 'get one free by buying 1\>,'0'has better effect on the demand

than an offer like 'one any othcr item free by buying two'. Also offer likc

'IO% highcr amount with the same price' has also '-,ery positive effect on
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the demand, So, it can be said that effect of different promotional programs

are different. Offer like '10% less price ifbuy 3' has a very positive effect

on the demand of the item.

• There arc different varieties of brands available for noodles in the markel.

The market shares of all the brands are not equal, It has been found that one

particular brand has the highest market share. The aval1ability of this brand

is very Important factor in the demand of the item.

• Another important factor is that the number of people visits the store. When

the number of people visit the store is high, then the selling of the item is

also high. But the relation is not linear.

All the above mentioned factors are the main demand influencing factors that

has been found in the study. These factors actually detennine what will be the demand

of the item in a particular day of the item along with the trend and other factors.

4.4 PROBLEM FORMULA nON

Three years day to day demand quantity has been studied. It can be easl1y

mentionel\ that the erfect of all the factors on the demand of the selected item is not

linear at alL There exists nonlinear relation between the factors and demand of that

item. It IS almost impossible to determine the relationship by applying traditional

demand forecasting techniques_ So, new evolutionary algorithm has to be applied in

order to detennine the relationship. It has been mentioned previonsly that neural

network algorithm has a very good potential in <illYkind of forecasting application.
-- -------"------ -~--_. -.- -------------_._---------------------------------

So, in this study neural network will be applied for demand forecasting.

For applying neural network algorithm in the selected demand forecasting

problem, the network ardlite<;ture has to be, built first. That J;!leans the number of

output nodes, the number of input nodes, the nUlllber of hidden layer and hidden

nodes, the transfer function, the training algorithm, the bite size in the input nodes,

data normalization process, ratio of training sample and test sample has to be

determined first.

Input Node: There are 11 input nodes in the developed neural network

structure. Demand inf1ueneing factors have been divided into 11 classes_ They arc:

1. The day for which demand will be forecasted is a weekend or not is an

input node.
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2. The day for which demandwill be forecasted is a holiday or not is an input

node.

3. Another input node is that whether the day falls in a festival season,

4, The types of promotional activity are an important demand inflneneing

factor. There are varieties of promotional activities. Different kinds of

promotional activities have been mentioned earlier. For promotional

activities, there will be two input nodes. Qne will be for promotional

activities like free item offer, price discount and higher amount offer.

Another onewill be for free other items offer, lottery offer etc.

5. Availability of the selected item is also an important factor, The stock

amount and amount that are displayed in the store play an important role in

building demand. So, for availability of the item there will be an input

node.

6. The priee also plays an important role in demand in a developing eormtry

like Bangladesh_Priee has multiple ranges. Priee ean be low, medium and

high, There will be one node for price infol1lilltion,This node will have

three different combination of input infoIDlation.

7. The demand of the selected item is higher during the early period of any

month because people receive their salary in that period. So, there will be

one input nodefor that input information whether the particular day falls in
___________thestartingofthemonth . ..__. . . . _

8. The seleeted item is a fast mo,ing item in the relail store_ Its sales are

more or less proportional to the number of people visited the particular

retail store. This information will be given in another input node. 111ere

w1l1be three combination of information in this node.

9. The share of different brands is not same. One particular brand has the

larger market share. So, the availability of that brand is important in the

sel1mgof that item. There is one term called brand loyalty which is very

important in predicting demand or developing demand for any item. So,

there will be another node for this input information. It will have three

differellt combination of input information.
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10. The II th node will be weather information. The number of people visit the

store has a definite relation with the weather condition of that day. If the

weather is not pleasant, then tllere will be less number of customer visiting

the ,;tore and vice versa. In Bangladesh, the weather condition might be

nomml, hot, slight raining, heavy raining and cold. So, this informallon

will play an important role in predicting demand of the selected item,

Output Node: The numher of output node is one. It is not very difficult to

detennine the number of output node for a forecasting problem. The output of the

proposed algorithm will be forecasted demand of a day. Generally there are two types

of forecastmg: one step ahead and multi-step ahead. In the first type, the number of

hidden node will be one, In the second step there can two solution processes for

number of output nodes. In iterative type, the number of output node is one and in the

non iterative dire<:t process the number of output nodes is more than one. The

proposed nenral network algoritlun has used iterative forecasting process wherc the

number of output node will be one. The developed algorithm forecasts the demand for

15 days one by one. That means it predicts the forecast for the first day and then

second day and at last for the 15Lh day.

Hidden Layer and Hidden Node: It is an important factor in building

efficient and effective ncural network arehiteetwe for forecasting problem. From

previous studies it has been found that one hidden is adequate and effective for

forecasting problem. The more number of hidden layers will have more accumte

- ----- --mapping-of-the-nonlinear-rclationship- among the-inpl.l'1-Mi:les-anU-the -Vallie-of-thT -------

output nodes but will makc the training process more complex and time consuming_ It

has been thought that in the selected study field one hidden layer is enough for

determining the accurate relationship mapping, The number of hidden nodes is n\2,

where n is the sum of number of input nodes and output nodes. It has been chosen

from some existing practical guidelines for determining the optimum number of

hidden nodes.

Transfer Function: The transfer function plays a critical role in mapping the

accurate relationship between input nodes and the value of the output nodes. The

hyperbolic tangent function has been used as a ttansfer function between the input

!lodes and the hidden nodes and also between the hidden nodes and the output node.
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Training Algorithm: The sample data has been trained in order to identify the

relation fonn the value of the sample data. Back propagation training algorithm is the

most popular training algorithm for neural network. In this study also back

propagation algorithm with steepest gradient descent momentum has been used as a

training algorithm. Baek propagation algorithm with gradient descent steepest method

has been used for training the data.

The Ratio of Training Sample Data and Validation Data: There exist some

guidelines for determining the training sample and the validation sample. 80% vs 20%

rule has been used in this stu.dy. That means 80% of the data has been used for

training the data and the rest 20% data has been used for validation. The number of

test data is 15. The developed algorithm has been tested by predicting the demand of

15 days and comparing the forecasted demand against the actual demand of those 15

days.
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CHAPTERS

SOLUTION APPROACH

5.1 PROBLEM SOLVING PROCEDURE

The objective of this study is to develop an algorithm using artificial neural

network technique for forecasting the future'demand of a fast moving item sold in

chain retail store. An algorithm has been developed by applying neural neh','ork

technique. The development of the neural network based algorithm has been made by

using MATLAB software. 2008 version of MAT LAB has been used in developing the

algorithm. The solving procedure is as follows:

At first, the experimental data have been tested whether the data is stationary

or no\. Because, if the data is non-stationary then artificial neural network will give

poor result. Stationary means that there is no change effect in the data. Two demand

patterns have been ploUed. 1\ has been found that there is trend ami also seasonal

effect. So, it can be mentioned that the data is not stationary at all. But because of

using large samples the non-stationarity ofthe'ua!a has not cause very large amount of

error.

The network architecture has been specified then in order to formulate the

problem into neural network stmctnre. The network is of three layered feed forward
---------------------- - -- ----- -------------------
neural network where there IS only one hidden layer and one input and output layer.

The number of hidden node, output node, input node, transfer function, training

algorithm, training sample and test sample ratio used in the prepared nellralnetwork

structure has been mentioned in the problem fomlulation section. 80% of the data haS

been used for training and rest 20% data has been used for validation.

It has been mentioned in the earlier section in this stl.ldy is that building a

neuralnehvork strueture is an art. So, efficient neuml network structure depends on

nature of the individuality of the seleeted problem. Lots of combinations are possible.

Trial and error method has to be applied in order to identify the optimum neural

nehvork structure.
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Then the tmining data set has been trained. The training set is used for

estimating the arc weights whIle the test set is used for measuring the generalization

abliity of the network. The network tnuning is actually an unconstrained nonlinear

minimization problem. The training process is as follows. First, examples of the

training set aTe entered into the input nodes. The activation valUes of the input nodes

are weighted and accumnlated at each node in the first hidden layer_ The total is then

transformed by an activation function into the node's activation value. It in tum

becomes an input into the nodes in the next layer that means the output activation

~;l1ues arc found. The training algorithm has been used to find the weights that

minimize some overall error measure. For training of the data,. the back propagation

training algorithm has been used.

5.2 HOLT - WINTER'S MODEL FOR SEASONAL I

TRENDEDDEMAND

It is often be the case that items in a logistics system exhIbit demand patterns

that include hoth trend and seasonality. It is possible to combine the logie of Holt's

procedure [or tTended data and the seasonal index approach so as to forecast level,

trend, and scasonahty, This approach is emhO<.hed in Winter's model for

trended/seasonal data. Each component term of the forecast is estimated with

exponential smoothmg, and separate smoothing coefficients, [1, ~, and 'I, can be used

for each estmlate. In this study, the value' of 0:, p, and 'I ,is .10, .10, and _30

respectively_ The equations have been given below, In this study, the ncural network
-- ------------------------------------------- - - - ---------------.-

forecasting algoritlllll that has been developed is compared with this Holt-Winter's

forecasting method for comparing performance. Because, the Holt - Winter's method

is regularly applied in the retail store for forecasting of items that havc both

seasonality and trend effect.

Z':+1 = (1.,+1+ T t-+ l) S<)[tr[.m] (33)

L,fl = 0:(Z,i 58l'l) + (I-a)( 1.,+ Tt) (34)

T" I = ~(L,.wL,)+ (I-~)T, (35)

SG['+I]= y (Zttl! L,.il + (1-'1) 58[t+I.,oJ (36)

where, Z't+1 is the forecasted amount (or the period t +1, LL+lis the base Ievcl

demand [or the period t +1, Tt<-] is the trend level [or the period t +1, m ISthe number
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of periods in one year, SG[f'-lj is the seasonal index for the period t + 1 _Hero, weekly

demand has been analyzed and also weekly demand has been forecasted.

Developing reasollllble initial estimates of the L, T, and S values is more

difficult in this procedure. Unless there are some good a priori reasons to establish

these values, it will be needed at least two full seasons of historical data (usually two

ycars worth) to be able to distinguish between trend and seasonality in the data As an

example, a simple but approximate approach is as follows.

Given two years of weekly data (2, through 2](14),Y, has been computed as

the average weekly demand of the first year and Y2 as the average weekly demand of

the second year. There are 52 weeks in one year. So, no. of periods m one year is 52_

Since averaging o,er a year de-seasonalizes the data, and also allows some of

the noise to cancel, the difference between Yj and Y1.has been roughly atllibuted to

one year's accumulation of trend, so an initial estimate ofT has been calculated:

T = (Y, - YJl/(No. of periods in one ycar) (37)

The fITStyear average, Yj, can be thought of as the average of the initial level

plus fifty one weeks with increasing trend, In other words, if seasonality and noise is

19I1oredthen:

Y1= {L+(L+T)+(L+2T)+.. ._..+(L+[m_I]T}/m (38)

The seasonal influence has been initially estimated from the difference

between the actual demand observed in a period and an estimate based_onl~l-.DnJevel ~_- --- --------------- ----------- -------

and trend. For each of the III periods in a year, there are two observations to average,
so:

S; = (1/2) / [{Z,I {L+ (i-l )T} + {Zm+,!{L + (m+i-I)T), for i= I to ill (39)

Due to the manner in which these indices have been estimated, they will not

generally sum to Ill. They should therefore be normalized before they are used. All the

above principles and fonnulas apply if the period is day. Value ofm will be 365 if the

period is day. Then also the forecasted demand can be determined by using the same

formulas.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND COMPARISION

6.1 J)EMAND PAITERN

1bc 5IIJes d3ta oflhl: 2006 and 2007 )'ear has been plotted in order 10 idcntify

and IUllIlyzc!he demand ~t1em of the item. The sales dnU!of the 2007 and 2008 also

has been plotted in order to e:l:lllJ1ine the continuity of the demand plIttcm of the sales

dll1ll throughput difTerent lime periods. It has been obscn'ed thnt there is trend tmd

SC:l!WlIIlleffecl ;n the dc:mnnd. Also the demand Oucluates nmdomly due \0 the effect

of the inl1uencing (nelors. 'The demand plIl1ems have been sho•••;n in the following

figures:
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Fl~rt' 6.1: Dc:mnnd pattern orthc }'car 2006 nnd lOO7.
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Dt!nu,nd Pattorn
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Fi~urc 6.2: Demand pattern of the )'ear 2007llI1d2008,

II Ims been mentioned pre\;ously that thc actual demlllld of tl=e ye:us hM
•

,
i
•

1
I

been collected and llIIIIlyzedfor identifying the demand pattern Dnd influencing

factors of demond. lheses dat.n nlso h.we been used in developing the proposed f
1algorithm for forttll5ting demnnd, ror using the past observations in the proposed

__ . ~l~.!h!n it is .!I~ed .!!!..~1as:siS)'....!.~I!...!I.~_evt:TYjnd,!vid..~data llCeordi!!g-.!~ _, -I condition of 1l1lthe demnnd influencing factors of demand. It has been found that

!ll.\'rnIgedemand of the d~ffcn:nt months of the year varied, There is trend effect Il!I

well lISseasonal effect on the demlllld qutmtity of the selected item, To quantify the

I scasOlialeffect, IIlIthe three years linin Imve been nnnlyzed nnd seasona.rindicc::shnve
•been determined, It has been determined according to different month. One more

observation is tlmt the demand of the item for any individual dol' •.••ithin each month

,'Dries due to the vMlltion in the conditions or the situations of the demand

influencing fnelOls. So, it can be mentioned that IlCCUTlltcdemand forttllSt ,for

indh;dual day can not be made by only using scnsoOlll indices that have been {.

determined for cnclt month of 11year, The totalllrld Il\'erngedemand quantity ofthrcc f
years and nlso the seasonal indites of different months hnvc been gh'cn in the l
(ollo•.••ing tnbles:
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Table 6.1: Total and average demand of2006 - 2008

I
Total IDemand

2006 11104612 II 2007 II 124149 II 2008 II 135188 I
Average

ThlmandJMonth
2006 II 8718 II 2007 II 10345 II 2008 II 11265 I

Table 6.2: Seasonal indice~ of different months

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1-

1.10
1.02
1.03
0.76

0.68
0.72
0.95
0.96
1.05
1.33
1.17
1.23

1.08 II
1.01 II
099 II
0.82 II
0.88 II
0.74 II
0.86 II
1.03 II
1.00 II
130 II
114 II
1.1511

1111474.00 II 1.11 1112132.00 II
1110538.00 II 1.02 1111376.00 II
111071500 II 1.04 1111181.00 II
II 827200 II 0.80 II 9292.00 II
II 7261.00 II 070 II 987000 II
II 7359.00 II 0.71 II 8369.00 II
1110020.00 II 0.97 II %4l1.oo II
1110199.00 II 0.99 1111630.00 II
1110876.00 Ii 1.05 1111282.00 II
1113090.00 II 127 1114610.00 II
1111876.00 II 1.15 1112890.00 II
11_12469.00II~__1.2L_II.12916.00.11 __

1.13
1.04
1.06
0.65
0.47
0.69
1.01
0.86
1.10
1.43
1.23
1.32-

II 982].00 II
II 9082.00 II
II 9270.00 II
II 5653.00 II
II 4091.00 II
II 602500 II

8825.00 II
7537.00 II
9599.00 II
12457.00 11

10705.00 II
1111545.00 II

I Jan.
I Fcb.
I Mar.

I Apr.

I May
I Jun.
i JuL

I Aug.
I Sep.
1 Oct.
I Nov.
1 __ Dec.

I 2006 II
2007

II
2008 I Combined

I Monlb II Demand I Seasonal I Demand I Seasonal I Demand I Seasonal Index
Index Index Index

6.2 RESULTOFHOLT- WINTER'SMODELS

In another study, it has been fOUlld that lor retail chain demand forecasting

Dox - Jenkins ARIMA method has been applied .. The resulting forecast error had

found to be between 22% to 28%. In this study, \lie proposed algorithm has been

compared with one of the existing algorithm that is used often in retail stores. The

algorithm is Holt - Winter's forecasting model. .Ibe result of the Holt - Winter's

model has been given below:
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Table 6.3; Results of Holt - Winter's model (weekly demand)

Iweekl(~)emand 1c:Jc=J Season;I,IndeI
I

Z', II %E~<ISO
I 2390 I
I 2309 I
I 2029 I
I 2419 I
I 1966 I
I 2456 I
I 2485 I

2081 I
2433 I
2268 I
2202 I
2058 I
1298 I
1492 I
1168 I
1146 I

I 1392 I
I 1159 I
I 899 I
I 791 I
I 862 I
I 961 I
I 1101 I
I I -------- - --------- - ----

i225

I 1848 I
I 2115 I
I 2146 I
I 2585 I
I 1526 I
I 1501 I
I 1528 I
I 1735 I
I 1516 I
I 1859 I
I 2045 I
I 2314 I
I 2189 JII 1715 I -
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2846

I 2822 I
I 2246 1

1 2741 I
I 3217 I
I 3168 1

I 2177 I
I 2588 I
I 2669 I
1 2390 I
I 2447 I
I 2481 I
1 2913 I
I 2459 I
I 2356 I I 1.71 I
I 3410 1 I 2.00 I
I 2474 1 I 1.59 I
1 2538 I 1 1.75 I
I 2218 I 1 1.47 I
I 30\4 I I 1.90 I
1 2667 I I }.79 I
I 2426 I I 1.55 I
I 2343 I I 1.66 II
I 3138 I I 1.82 I
I 1881 1 I 1.41 I
I 2315 I 1 1.48 1

I -,221-2- I . . 1 _1.15 .1 . - ... --_._-- -
I 2215 I I 1.22 I
1 1867 I 0.99 I
I 2077 I 1.04 I
I 1636 I 1.00 I
I 2080 I 1.04 I
I 1518 I 0.77 I
I 1513 I 0.73 1

I 1608 1 0.78 1

I 1455 I I 0.77 I
I 1584 I I 0.85 J
I 1757 I I 0.94 I
I 1788 1 I 1.17 I
I 1874 1 I 1.28 I

2214 1.38
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[ J065 II 1297,25 II 13.65 II 1.91 II 2246.35 II 26.7% I
f 2160 IFEl40.42jl--16,60--I&-- 2.02__ 11__27-14.74__11__ 1,6% 1_--
I 297\ II 1:>58.08 II 16.71 II 1.77 II 2181.53 II 26.6% I
I 2499 II 1405.44 II 19.77 II 1.76 II 2501.20 II -0.1% I
I 2494 111424.52 II 19.70 II 1.55 II 2118.43 II 15,\% I
I 3114 111460.50 II 21.33_ II 1.97 II 2812.01 II 9.7% I
I 2865 II 1491.88 II 22,33 II 1.83 II 2716.08 II 5,2% I
I 2637 111519.20 II 22.83 I[ 1.61 II 2394.88 II 9.2% I
I 2736 ~11551.83 JI 23.8\ II 1.69 II 2611.66 II 4.5% I
e-'-2637 II 1580.05 II 24.25 II 1.78 )[ 2927.30 II -11.0% I
I 2465 111592.19 II 23.04 II 1.45 II 2282.9f]1 7.4% I
I -2T84-~11623.27 II 23.85 II 1.44 II 2438,83 II -11.7% I
I 2718 II 1634.06 II 2254 JI 1.31 10909.85 II 29.7KJ
I 2456 1Li@J![]1 26.79 II 1.29 II 2108lUi 14.1% I
I {834 1[043.79 1L2~JD[ __ I.Ql_~[ 1756.83 II 4.2% I
L ~38~_._ II t776.83 II 29.03 II 1.13 Lt878.02 I 21.3%

2446 1.60

I 2522 I I 1.24 I
I 1970 I I 1.07 I
I 2238 I I 1.15 I
I 2382 I I 1.26 I
I 1899 I I 104 I
\ 2377 \ I 1.29 \

I 2693 I I 1.43 I
I 2566 I I 1.48 I
I 2643 I I 1.45 I
I 2210 I I 1.17 I
I 2590 I I 1.64 I
I 2764 I I 1.68 I
I 3231 I I 1.60 I
I 2900 I I 1.67 I
I 3174 I I 1.89 I
I 2755 I I 1.76 I
I 2585 I I 1.38 I
I 2546 I I 1.50 I
I 2855 I I 1.60 I
I 3158 I I 1.58 I
I 3143 I I 159 I
I 2323 I I 1.38 I
I 2740 I I 1.62 I
I 2805 II 1225 II 7.135 II 1.49 I



2070 1836.26 32.07 1.04 I 1864.67 I 9.9%

I 2198 II 188115 II 33.35 II 1.08 II 1983.49 11 9.8% I
I 1977 II 1927.37 II 34.64 II 0.85 II 1515.18 II 23.4% I
I 2145 II 1998.86 II 38.32 II 0.83 II 1482.19 II 30.9% I
I 2666 II 2091.51 II 43.75 II 0.93 II 1660.25 II 37_7% I
I 2231 II 2209.43 II 51.17 II 0.84 II 1732,07 II 22.4% I
I 1720 II 2300.37 II 55.15 1\ 0.82 II 2002.53 II -16.4% I
I 1476 II 2329.87 II 52.58 II 0.85 II 2239.61 II -51.7% I
I 2070 II 231825 II 46.16 1.09 II 2760.80 II -33.4% I
I 2302 II 2318.72 II 41.59 1.19 II 3024.99]1 -31.4% I
I 2069 II 2316.92 II 37.25 1.24 II 3253.69 II -57.3% I
I 2600 II 2286.24 II 30.46 I 1.46 II 3696.23 II -42.2% I
I 2419 II 2263.36 II 25.13 II Ll9 II 2832.49 II -17.1% I
I 1760 II 2263.42 II 22.62 II 0.98 II 2447.10 II -39.0% I
I 2415 II 2236.55 II 17.67 II 1.13 II 2590.36 II -7.3% I
I 2312 II 2242.84 II 16.53 II 1.19 II 2836.09 II -22.7% I
I 2770 II 2228.06 II 13.40 II l.l0 II 2335.66 II 15.7% I
I 2523 II 2268.59 II 16.11 II 1.23 II 2936.70 II .16.4% I
I 2834 II 226079 II 13.72 II 1.38 II 3250.42 II -14.7% I
I 2786 II 2252.95 II 11.57 II 1.41 II 3350.73 II -20.3% I
I 2862 II 2236.12 II 8.73 II 1.40 II 3259.09 II -13.9"/0 I
I 2353 II 2224.75 II 6.72 II Ll4 II 2610.76 II -11.0% I
I 2471 II 2215.40 II 5.11 II 1.49 II 3652.06 II -47.8% I
I 3140 II 2164.76 II -0.46 II 1.61 II 3627.30 II -15.5% I
I 3509 11214310 II -2.58 II 1.61 II 3429.47 II 2.3% I
I 3011 II 2144.05 II -2.23 II 1.59 II 3578.74 II -18.9% I

----- -- f----- 3790--- -31-2l-l6.89- -11---4.-71---II -------1~86 ----11--3996.-53--11---5.4%-1 ------- --

I 2896 II 2104.54 \I -5.49 II 1.64 II 3690illl -27.4-% I
I 2846 II 206537 II -8.85 II 1.38 II 2846.25 II 0.0"10 I
I 2679 II 2056.76 II -8.83 II 1.44 II 3073.92 II -14.7% I
I 3021 II 2029.00 II .10.72 II 1.57 II 3231.34 II -7.0% I
I 3553 II 2009.18 II -11.63 II 1.64 II 3162.95 II 11.0% I
I 3650 II 2014.59 II. -9.93 II 1.66 II 3189.87 II 12.6% I
I 2166 II 2024.42 II -7.95 II 1.29 II 2792.38 II -28.9"/0 I
I 2718 II 1982.68 II -11.33 II 1.55 II 3198.29 ]1 -17.7% I
I 2915 II 1949.92 II -13.47 II 1.49 II 2884.16 II 1.1% I
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The MArE is !!round 18.5 %.

The above model has been applied for day to day demand also. The MAPE

has been found to be 25.2% for one year. The result for last one month (December

,2008) has been given below:

Table 6.4: Result of Holt - Winter's model (day to day demand)

[ Actual (Zt) 1c:::J[-::]I s, I ForecastD~/Z't) E••••or

I 567 II 667.7 II 6.4 II 0.8 II 486.5 II 80.5 II 14.2% I
I 543 II 681.3 II 7.1 II 09 II 607.0 II 64.0 II 11.8% I
I 489 II 682.9 II 6.6 II 0.8 II 539.7 II 50.7 II 10.4% I
I 476 II 684.6 II 6.1 II 0.7 II 498.3 II 22.3 II 4.7% I
I 432 II 688.4 II 5.8 \I 0.6 II 405.1 II 26.9 II 6.2% I•
I 489 II 697.2 II 6.1 II 0.6 II 440.4 II 48.6 II 9.9% I
I 665 II 708.3 II 6.6 II 0.7 II 448.3 II 216.7 II 32.6% I
I 556 II 735.7 II 8.7 II 0.7 II 507.1 II 48.9 II 8.8% I
I 321 II 749.0 II 9.2 II 0.6 II 558.6 II 237.6 II 74.0% I

234 II 732.2 II 6.6 II 0.6 II 569.4 II 335.4 11143.3% I
322 II 701.7 II 2.9 II 0.6 II 420.8 II 98.8 30.7% I
334 II 692.1 II 1.6 II 0.5 II 309.1 II 24.9 7.5% I
267 \I 697.5 II 2.0 II 0.4 II 304.5 II 37.5 14.1% I
256 II 693.1 II 1.4 II 0.5 II 401.4 II 145.4 56.8% I
432 II 674.7 II -0.6 II 0.7 II 498.6 II 66.6 15.4% I
532 II 667.6 II .1.3 II 0.8 II 508.2 II 23.8 II 4.5% I

I 389 II 668.5 II -1.1 II 0.7 II 506.7 II 117.7 II 30.3% I
- -------.----- t--'J'45---IF655~s--IE~2.2 -31- -- 0.7----.11-550:3.- .11-20503-11-- 59:5%--1 -- -- -- -

I 244 II 634.4 II .4.1 II 0.6 II 402.7 II 158.7 II 65.0% I
I 367 II 610.6 II .6.1 II 0.6 II 403.5 II 36.5 II 9.9% I
I 387 II 600.7 II -6.5 I 0.6 II 351.8 II 35.2 II 9.1% I
I 454 II 598.5 II -6.1 0.7 II 366.6 II 87.4 II 19.3% I
I 554 II 601.9 II .5.1 0.9 II 510.2 II 438 II 7.9% I
I 443 II 600.5 II .4.7 0.8 II 474.1 II 31.1 II 70% I
I 554 II 593.1 II -5.0 0.8 II 428.9 II 125.1' II 22.6% I
I 443 II 599.3 II -3.9 I 0.7 II 421.6 II 21.4 II 4.8% I
I 342 II 597.6 II .3.7 II 0.5 II 294.7 II 47.3 II 13.'% I
I 256 II 600.5 II .3.0 II 0.4 II 242.1 II 13.9 II 5.4% I
I 323 II 599.9 II .2.8 II 0.6 II 4112 II 88.2 II 27.3% I
I 444 II 587.6 II .3.7 II 08 II 453.2 II 9.2 II 2.1% I
I 456 II 583.2 II .3.8 II 0.7 II 383.0 II 73.0 II 16.0% I
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lbe IIctual fUldfom:.nstcd dcmlllld of IS days has been shown in the fo110••••108 figure:

08y to Day Demand
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Figure 6.3: Actual dem:md V! forecllSlcd demand.

6.3 RESULTOFNEURALNETWORK

The result of neurnI ~tWllrk olgorithm has been given in the follo ••••1ng tnbles

:md Iigum;:

T.hle 6.5: Actuol nnd forecftSicd dcrnWJdof 15 days

I Actual II Fom.51M II F.rTflr

567 I 636 I! 12.21%
~ .~ ._I 543 II 571 5.22%

I 489 II 461 5.89%
I 476 11' 507 6.42%
I 432 II 403 I 6,8&%
I 489 II 404 U 17.45%
I 66' II 793 1Il9.3W.1
1 '56 II '31 II 4.'W. 1
I 321 II 357 1Il1.3ml
I 234 II 191 II ".6"~ I
I 321 II 311 II 3.44% I

334 I 384 115.20"10I
1 267 1\ 235 12.30"/0I
I 256 II 213 6.78% I
I 432 II 407 5.88% I
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Tllble 6.6: % error Md MAPE of 15 dllYS

I"f};yll"'%ll MArtI
L-J~
I I II 12.21 II I
12115.2211 I
13115.8911 I
14116.421
I 5 II 6.88JI I
I 6 II 17.45 I
I 7 II 19.34 II 10.104I
18114.5611 I
I 9 II 11.32 I
I 10 II 18.67 II I
111113.4411 I
I 12 II 15.2 II I
I 13 II 12.3 II I
I 14 II 6.78 II I
I 15 II 5.88 II I

11le graphical represcntlliion oflhe error has been given below:

Pen:entllgc dllY 10 dBY error

~ . . -t : . . •. .. .. . , ...,-
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tlgur\' 6.4: Day 10day error.
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1bc grophical rep=\.lItion of actual, demand and forecasted demand has

been shown in the follo.••ing figure,

Actual V$ FOIllC •• t

Figure 6.5: Actual demand vs forectlSlcd demllfid.

6.4 COMPARISION,

I
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1bc: proposed ncuml network based foJ'CCllStingn1gorithm forecll5l demand on

day basis and also eM take into aCCOUIltmany judgmcnllli fllClors in predicting the \

I f~, MOK(l\"er, it forecast~ the demand lS days before so that necessnry lICIions
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of forecast error 1x:cause it takes into account the day to day <:hange of the influencing

factors. The MAPE of the neural network based algorithm is about 10.1% whereas the

MAPE of Holt _ Winter's model (weekly demand) is around 18.5%. If Holt -

Winter's model is applied for day 10 day demand forocasling, then mean absolute

percentage error is about 25.2% although huge amount of past data has been used for

developing the forecast. For the 15 days test period, the MAPE is 29.4% for Holt-

Winter's model. So, v,ith confidence it can be mentioned that the developed algorithm

will work better than the existing algorithm where there is random variation in the

demand and also the trend and seasonality effect. By comparing the figure 6.3 and

figure 6.5 it can be clearly mentioned that forecasted demand by neural network

algorithm is much closer to the actual demand than forecasted deilllllld by Holl -

Winter's model. In the following table, the results of both models have been given.

Table 6.7: Result of both models

7.5
14.1
56.8
15.4

II
II
II
II

II 15.2
II 12.3
II 6.78
II 5.88

309
305
402
499

II
II
II
II

384
235
273
407

I 12 II 334 II
DI:II 267 II
OIJI 256 II
[illl 432 II

LJ Actual Foruast Forecast by Holt Q/Q Error % Error in
Demand byNN Winter's Model inNN Holt-Winter',

Model

[TIl 567 II 636 II 487 II 12.21 II 14.2 I
[TIl 543 II 571 II 607 II 5.22 II 11.8 I
[TIl 489 II 461 II 540 II 5.89 II 10.4 I
ITJI 476 I 507 II 499 II 6.42 II 4.7 I
[TIl 432 403 II 405 II 6.88 II 6.2 I
[TIl 489 404 II 441 II 17.45 II 9.9 I
[TIl 665 793 II 448 II 19.34 II 32.6 I
ITJI 556 531 II 507 II 4.56 II 8.8 I
0.::11 321 I 357 II 559 II 11.32 II 74.0 I
[JQJI 234 II 191 II 569 II 18.67 II 143.3 I
[illl 322 II 311 II 421 II 3.44 II 30.7 I

It is clearly found that forecasting demand by neural network algorithm has

less amolint of error for the test period. lbe MAPE of developed neural network

forecasting algorithm is about 10.1% whereas the MAPE of Holt - Winter's model in

forecasting day to day demand is 29.4% filr the test period of 15 days. Day to day



demtllld C{)mpari:'lOlIof Holt - Winler's model and neural net ••••"(lR: ~lgorilhm iuls been

shown in the following figure,

Day to day demand comparison
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Fll:llre 6,6: Graphical represenullion of actual "s forecasted demand,

It is c1Cl1rthat fcmcasted dcmnnd by ncuroI network a1gnrithm is closer to the

llctullI demand qUlllltity. 1bc dcvt'lopcd neural nctworl\ based forel:aSting algorithm

uecurntcly mapping the nonlinearity of tile dcmnnd patlern.
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CHAPTER?
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 CONCLUSION

The objectives of this research work have been mentioned in the introductory

section, The demand pattern of the selected item in the retail store has been studied

and various factors have been identified as having influence behind the demand

quantity. Demand forecasting is a very important part in the overall supply chain in

relail organi<.ations. The whole efficiency of retail organizations depend mainly Oil

efficient and accurate demand forecasting. So, an algorithm which can accurately

forecast the demand will have a major role in achieving the objective of any retail

organizations. A neural network based algorithm has been developed in this work in

order to predict the daily demand of the seiected item 'in a retail super store. The

developed algorithm is mainly quantitative method of forecasting which also takes

into consideration some qualitative issues also, The develope0 algorithm has been

compared v,.iUlan existing forecasting algorithm which is used very often for retail

store demand fore<::asting,The forecasting crror of the developed algoritlml is found to

be ~ery low compared to the other existing algorithms used, in the ficld of retail

demand forecasting, If the forecasting error can be decreased by 1% it is said that

about 2% inventory cost can he decreased. Moreover, efficient demand forecasting

will ensure that customers get their desired items in the self. In that way, customer

satisfaction level will increase and better service to thc customer can be given. The

developed algorithm is better than most of the existing algoriUllll because it takes into

aCCOlmtmany factors that are ignored otherwise. It also qumtifics the effect of many

demand influencing factors which are vcry difficult to quantify. So, it can be said that

the algorithm that has been developed in this research \~ork will work efficiently.

7.2 RECOJ\-1MENDATlONS

The developed algorithm has lower amount of forecast error compared to the

eXIsting algoritlmlS used in the field of retail sector forecasting. It lakes into account

the past observations as well as some underlying factors influencing the demand.
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During the study period, it has heen observed that some mOre improvements can be

made in the developed algorithm, But due to the time limitation of the research work

those obsen'ation cannot be applied m the developcd algorithm. The

recommendations havc been given below:

• The demand pattern should be analyzed more in order (0 identify more

demand influencing factors. Because, there can be some hidden demand

inflneIleing factors that has not been identified in the present study.

• Each factor that is influencing the demand has multiple level of their

condition. Each of these levels has to be determincd accurately. In the

current study, some of these levels have been identified. But there can be

mOrelevels of the demand influencing factors.

• There is uncertainly in any kind of demand forecasting. The uncertainty can

be handled more effectivelywith fuzzy logic, So, neum - fUlzy logic can be'

applied in developing an algorithm for predicting forecast Fuzzy logic will

incorporate the uncertainty bettcr than any other algorithm.

• For onc fast moving item an algorithm has been dcveloped. To compare the

cfficiency of the developcd algorithm the algorithm has to be applied for

other items also. The algorithm also has to be applied for different items
that have different demand paUem.

• In order to optimize the mdividual weight accumulated in cach input node

particle swapping algorithm can be applied. It will take each input node

weight as a particle and for overall particle set it will try to identify the
optimmTIweight of each node. This will result in more accurate forecasting.
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APPENDICES



Training Codes:

functwn train fo

%Data from file (Dala range in excel file 2-10951)
dala_all ~ xl;rcad('DatafileANN.xls','Practical', 'B3:M1097');
j~l;
for i= U095
data(,,:) ~ data_all(J,,);
j~j+l;

end

I row ~ 10M, % tJow (Number of tramingrows)
I column ~ 11; % I colnmn (Number oftmining column)- -
p = data(UJOw, 2:1_column+ 1);
l~data(l.lJow, 1:1);
%Fonnating
p= p';
1= t';
%Nonnalization
[pn,ps J ~ rn~pminrna,,(p);
[In,ls] = mapminmax(t);

%NetwOlk Creallon
nel = newff\pn,ln,6, {'tansig' 'tansig'}, ~raingdm1;
%Parameter Selling
net.trainParam.cpochs= 50000;
nCUtJinParam.goal = 0.00001;
nettrainParam show ~ NaN; '%Hide Outputs
%nct.trainl'aram.mem_reduc ~ 4;

% Tl'ainmgwith Validation
nel.dividcParam. tramRallo = O.g;
nCLdi, idcParam. valRarlo = 0.2;
nculi videParam. testRalio = 0.0;
[net,lr J ~ tlall1(net,pn,ln);

% Parameler Update for final Tra,ning
nct.trainParam epochs = length(tl'.epoeh) _ 1;
net dn;ideParam,tramRalio ~ 1;
net.dlVidcParam.valRatio = 0;
net,dlVideParam.!eSlRatio = 0:

% Fin"l Training
net ~ Il'ain(net,pn,ln};



save tminnetl net ps ts data t_row t_column;
%%%%%%
Xl_ori~nel.lw (1, I };% Input Layer WeIght Matrix
xl_ ori~net,lw (2, 1};
[res_on, min_nn, max_nn, std_nn,target, output_ nn1= simIn(xi _oti, xl_ori, 15); % Result before
'SO

result_ann = [res_ori min_nn max_nn std_nn] % Result With NN weight
save sim_resultjor_graphl target output_nn;
%target
%SJving the Network

Graph.

Simulation elides:

function [MArE, MIN, l\1AX, STD. t, ylJ = simJn(wi, wi, days)

load tramnetl; %Load ncnvork and Data
%Modify Network
netlw{l,l}=wi;
netlw {2,I}=wl;

s start = trow + I % Simulation Starts where train ends- -
s_end = s_start + days -I; %Simulation end

p = data(,_ ,rart',_ end, 2:t_column+ I);
t=data(s_start:s_"tld,1:1);
p~p'
t = t':
pn =mJpminmax('upply',p,ps);
In = mJpmmmax('apply',t,ts);

% Simubtion
Y = slm(n"t,pn,[],[],tn);

% CJlculation
yl = mapminmax('reverse',Y,t,);
CIT= ab,(t-yl); % Absolute Error
r"r _err = (err J t) * 100 % Percentage Error

MArE = mean(per _err);
MIN = mm(per_err};
MAX = max(per_elT};
STD = std(pcr_crr);



Graph Codes:

clear;
load sim_rcsultJor -»aphl
len = length(tJrget);
x=I,Ue";

figure(l)
set(gcf,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',[1 0 0;0 I OJ)
plot(x,larget, x,output_ nn);
litlc('Outp"t of ANN against Actual Load');
legend('Actual', 'AN}[', -I);
xlabel('Days Ahead');
ylabel('Output (Demand)');
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